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PADUCAH DAILY REGISTER
Megister, Eat. say; 1110.
Staadard, Est. April, Ilk.
PADUCAHAN
ORATOR OF DAY
Ron. Hal S. Corbett Speaks
at Cairo Next Wednesday
NO HALL YET CHOSEN
BY MECHANICSBURG BODY
Mr. Joyner Says His Understanding
Was That Interestate Was to
Be Postponed
NEW WOODMEN LODGE
OUT AT SUNNYSIDE
Hon. Hal S:Piebr.bett, the brilliant
attorney of this''ifty, has been re-
quested to bee the orator of. the day
May oh at Cait6 iffittairthe lodge of
Fag's there will bad the memorial
services. He has eiceepted and will
go down that day to'deliver a speech
lie is one of itle 'Myliileading Eagles
having retireds4t 4thei last election
from the ranking office of the Padu-
cah lodge. Ttie Cairo order is one of
the largest lodges there,
Mechanicsbqrg Lodge.
Last evening the new Mechanics-
burg lodge of Odd Fellows held a
:sleeting at the hall over Walston's
grocery on the corner of Clements
and Bridge streets,.
When the lodge was organized
several weeks ago the members
thought they wouki use Broadfoot's
hall at Third and Elizabeth streets
as their place of meeting, but the
owner of the quarters wants too much
for it, therefore no deal has ever been
closed Councilman R. S. Barnett
has agreed to put a second story to
his grocery building in Mechanics-
burg and let the new lodge have it
for a hall, if the latter will contract
for the room for five years, and this
proposition will be taken up,, im-
mediately by the members and de-
cided upon. For the present they
are temporarily using the Walston
hall. The lodge is holding meetiOgs
every Tuesday evening but thus far
have only gotten into their prelim-
inaries, while shortly the parapher-
nalia and lodge outfit will be ordered
and installed.
Interstate Matter
M. F. T. Joyner, hate president of
the Interstate Odd Fellows Associ-
ation, has written the Register from
hi. home, Carbondale, Ill., regarding
his action of two weeks ago, in de-
siring do postpone until this week
the annual gathering of the interstate
associatiOn *WV' assembled last
week. His statement regarding the
disagreement existing between him-
self and Paducah Odd Fellows is
as follows:
"What I did aitd desired to do was
for the succeitutig flIte celebration.
I had no other interest to sttbserve. It
was as much of.* ilisappointment to
me as to any other living person that
the tailroard corrip.anki coati not give
us rates or furnish us with facilities
for the 26th. I asant to Pa4lucah and
laid the situation before the officers
of the Interstate Astiletaticia and
part of the local committee—all we
could get togethar.......We talked it
over. I was absolutely frank and
Vain with them. . I informed them
that a great majoriq'Ortlfid
and Rebekahs from the interior of
sonthern Illinois would not attend
the meeting utile* they could secure
rates and special trains. it was my
understanding, and is yet, that every
one I talked to agreed Itt poiffone'
the meeting, to May 3rd. I came.
home and sent out circulars to that.
effect. I was not detetniined to past-
pone the meeting, but after I had
mailed the eirculirs announcing the
postponement I was of the opinion
that it ought to stay postponed-2
That's all." :• 1• eiA A •
Eagles Meet Tonight
This evening the weekly meeting
of the Eagles will be held at their hall
on Sixth ind Broadway, at which
time reports will be made of their
minstrel given last Wednesday eve-
ning at The Kentucky, this being the
first session oi the brethren following
the entertainment that was attended
by several hundred people.
Knights of Columbus
This evening The Knights* VI-
unions meet at the Elks' 711sIlr`lbn
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1 /s1.61`th Fourth street to transact busi-ness of impcirtances as shown by the
- call in another column.
New Woodmen Lodge
Mr. J. W,. Helsey, organizer for the
Woodmen of the World, will this
evening go out to Sunnyside, five
miles in the country, and install the
new lodge he has gotten up out there
:or C.:, orar, -sv:;.:1a lar;e
mernbership, for a eouniry lodge..
lie is now making his arrangements
to go to Blendville where he has got-
ten up another subordinate body,
but has not yet chosen the exact date
for the installation ceremonies.
Red Mens' Grand Lodge.
Next Monday at Lexington the
Red Men of Kentucky hold their
grand lodge meeting, that will be
participated in by delegates from all
over the commonwealth. &Mr. Lewis
L. Bebout of this city is the great
sachem for Kentucky and goes out
of office during the coming gathering,
he having served for the past twelve
months. Mr. George 0. Ingram is
the delegate from the Paducah lodge,
and he, Mr. Bebout, W. E. Buck,
J. J. Fruendlich, Al. Forman and
David A. Cioss go up from this city
to participate in the session. Dr. C.
E. Whiteside, is in Cincinnati now,
but comes down to Lexington to
meet the other Paducah brethren and
attend the meeting.
EITHER JAMES
OR BLACKBURN
WILL BE IN NEXT GUBER-
NATORIAL CONTEST FAC-
ING MACHINE.
The Former Is Being Urged by
. 'Many Supporters
••••
eta F-e_nuts
the Arena.
Louisville, May t.—Informition
comes from Washington that in the
event Congressman 011ie James de-
cl- nes to become the anti-machine
candidate for Governor, Senator J. C.
S. Blackburn will enter the contest.
Senator Blackburn's candidacy de-
pends, however, on the action of the
Democratic executive committe in
fixing the mode by which nomina-
tions shall be made. If a primary is
called and Mr. Ames declines to
make the race, thin Senator Black-
burn will be the standard bearer for
the anti-machine forces.
Shortly after his defeat in the
bemocratie caucus Senator Black-.
burn was urged by friends to im-
mediately announce his candidack for
governor. He had declared it his
purpose to wage war on the machine,
and it was suggested that the best
plan for him to pursue was to be-
omie a c.andidate for governor and
make a speaking tour of the state,
i•eAnting out to the people the evils
of the machine.
Blackburn Suggests James.
At that time, however, 'Senator
Elackburn did not take kindly to the
suggestion, and advised his friends to
select another man. He, it is said,
sJggetted the name of Olie James,
who, he believes, is able to waste con-
tr,4 of the organization out of the
hands of Gm,. Beckham and his
r iends. Other Democrat's have
urged, the candidacy of Mr. James,
from many sections of the state.
With Audito? S. W. Hager as his
opponent Mr. James' friends declare
he could win in a Democratic pri-
mary by a majority exceeding $20,000
votes.
During, the past few weeks much
pressure has been brought to but on
Mr. James. Politicians from every
section of Kentdcky have flocked to
Washington to urge him to become
a candidate,- but so far no word has
come from him. Mr. James is ex-
pected to arrive here this week,
however, and it is believed that fie
will then make his position known.
McCreary Also For James.
It is known that Senator Mc•
Creary is urging Mr. James to be-
come a Candidate, for he believes
that the combination of James-Mc-
Creary is urging Mr. James to be-
come a candidate, for he believes
that the the combination of James-
IVereary will- be able to *feat that
' 
(Continued on Put 'Five.)
LAST OF SECOND -
CONFERENCES
I.
Presiding Elder Blackard
Closes Session at Bandana
FINDS CONGREGATIONS
IN EXCELLENT SHAPE.
He Has Placed Rev. E. C. Dees in
Charge of the Milburn District,
Vice Dr. Stephons,
THIRD CONFERENCE
LIST MADE OUT BY HIM
Rev. J. W. Blackard, presiding
elder for the Paducah Dist4t of
Methodist churches, returned yester
day from Bandana where he held the
last of his second quarterly, confer-
ences for the respective congrega-
tions in his district. This last one
was for the Woodville circuit but
held at Bandana.
By winding up this meeting 't
shows that he has held conferences
twice for every church in his district,
since being assigned here last fall by
the Memphis conference. He has
found the congregations growing,
while the financial condition of each
church is in a vary satisfactory con-
dition, and the member's making sub-
stantial improvements in every re-
spect. The statements evidence
things to be in better shape now
than ever before.
Dr. Blackard has just filled the
vacancy for the Milburn circuit of his
district, selecting Rev. E. C. Dees
(.1 Calvert City for the place. The
Memphis conference fast year as-
signed Rev. H. I. Stephons to the
circuit in question, this divine hay-
:tig come to this section from the
Baltimore conference, but he now de-
siring to return East, he was trans-
ferred back to the Baltimore confer-
ence. Rev. Rees has been doing
evangelistic and supplemental work
over Western Kentucky but now
moves his family this week to Mil-
burn to. take up their home. He has
four congregations under his charge.
When a vacancy occurs the presiding
elder is empowered to fill it, and al-
though he loses a good man in Rev.
Stephons, he gets an earnest and
forceful worker in Dr. Dees who
well !mown all over this section of
the country.
Last night Rev. Blackard went to
Clinton, Ky., where he deliveres a
lectusa M the church there upon "A
Trip To*-Surope." He has toured
that foreignliknd and the experiences
gained gives him an interesting
knowledge that as entertained many
people the past winter, he having de•
livered the talk to a large audiences
many places inside his district.
Dr. 'Blackard has outlined his list
for the third quarterly conferences.
commencing next ' Sunday at the
Third street Methodist— church of
this city, and continuing periodically
s follows;
Vv'ingo et. at Sugar Grove May 12, 13.
.Mayfield et. at Bethel nay 13, 14..
Broadway May an.
Evrgelistic department, with-Mrs.
Julia Miles, superintendant.
• Next Saturday the ladies or the
inlicin pill 'hold a sale in the elegant
musical parlors of Mr. W. T. Miller,
on Broadway between Fifth and Sixth
streets. Besides a fine assortment of,
cake, there will be a fine use of cake
colorings and White Ribbon Flavor-
ing Extracts.
The ladies trust that as it has
been' a. long time since they-have so-
licited any public favors and. a, theirs
is not a financial organization, but
philanthropic in the highest sense,
they rnay confidently expect a jibcral
patronage.
NOT YET HERE.
Lcuisville Expert Has Not Yet Fin-
ished Analysing Stomach.
Last week Dr. Woody of Louisville
wrote here that he would have in
Paducah prabably by Monday the re-
port of the, analysis he is making of
the stomach of Jemima McChesney,
colored, who died suddenly. Dr.
Horace Rivers sent the stomach to
the Falls City expert, but yesterday
said the report had not yet reached
the city, although he is expecting st
every (lay.
NO UPRISING
IN RIME
GOES TO EDU-
CATIONAL MEET1
SUPT. LIEB AWAY BY
MISSION OF THE SCHOOL
TRUSTEE&
Interesting Meeting of Board Last
Night Though But Little Busi-
ness Was Transacted.
••••••••••
This morning at 1:4o o'clock Supt.
Isieb, of the public schools, left for
Lexington, Ky., to attend the gath-
ering of the conference for southern
education that convenes tomorrow
at that city and remains in session
until the last of this week. It is
a body that looks to the betterment
of the educational question down
South and will be participated in by
educators from the country over.
The board of trustees during their
monthly session last evening granted
the superintendent a leave of ab-
sence for the balance of this week
in order he can attend the meeting
The trustes remained in session
for two hourse, but transacted very
little business, the main time being
SOME DISTURBANCES WERE
CREATED BY THE STRIK-
ERS, HOWEVER
Clashes Between Police and StfilecTil
of Little Consequence--Presence
of Soldiers Beneficial
•4111111111.0.11111.0..011110 •••• -.1114pr• •
Patis, May 1.—May t, the day for
which the government made prodigi-
ous preparations, many quarters of
the city presenting the appearance of
an armed camp. The forces c meen-
trated tinder Perfect of Poliog Lepine
re estimated at 50s000 troops, 14,000
ilce and 8.oco republican gua.ols.
gendarmes and detectives.
Prior to the opening of the Bonrse
a regiment of infantry took up a posi-
tion on the terrace and detachments
of Cuirassiers occupied the neighbor-
ing streets. The Bourst opened at
the usual hour, but business was re-
str • c tut
The Bank of Fran.:e was similarly
guarded by infantry and cavalry and
pickets of troops patrolled the vicinity
of all the leading banks anc: import-
ant commercial establishments. The
American Express company and
many other institutions had guards of
infantry, carrying rifles, pacing sip
and down before their door.
The appearance of the rentinals and
patrols on the main bos:evards and
streets was an unusual sight. Squads
of dragoons passed frequently
through the jewelry district, the Rue
Delsa Paix, where a number of stores
did not raise their iron shutters.
Tile Place DeLa Republique irthe
chief centre of the labor animation.
The stores in its neighborhood ars
closed, and police patrols were busy
keeping the crowds circuitting. Many
of the strikers wore a cocksde bear-
ing an emblem with the words:
"Eight hours work with a weekly
holiday."
.ott 5.ms infsiitu y °envied- the 
barracks facing the Place DeLa Re-
publique, and other regiments were
stationed in houves adjoining the
Labor Exchange and the Ilea !quart-
ers of the Confe,deration of P Labor.
The iron doors and windows cf the
PAnce Eugene Barracks are clasrd.
Early in the day the striking labors
began to appear and\to gather at pub-
lic places. They were very demon-
strative right at the, outset and
caused several clashes with the p
Owing to an increase in the excitia-
Eejmlialiea
Farrington ct. at Waltz chap.
3, 4.
June 2, 3.
Pryanburg ct at Palmer June 9, to.
Trimble st June to, it.
Milburn ct.' at Corinth June t6, 17.
Ilardwell June 17, 18.
Oak Level ct. at Simsonia June 23, 24
Paducah ct. at Reedland June 24, 25.
Mayfield Station uly 1, 2.
Barlow et. at Slater July 7, 8.
Clint° Station June July 14- 15.
Clinton Station July 14, TS.
Spring TIM ct. at Oakwood July 21.22
Arlington ct. at Zion, July 22, 23.
Woodville • ct. at Woodville,
July 28, ao.
City Mission July 29, 30.
W. C. T. U. CAKE SALE
The Public Is Requested to Remem-
ber and Liberally Patronize
The W. C. T. U. will meet tomor-
row at 3 o'clock, in tbe lecture room
of the Fitst Baptist church, under the
consumed discussing different ques-
tions coming before them". All the
trustees were present with exception
of Member William Karnes.
In his monthly report the superin-
tendent showed that the conditions
in the schools during the month of
April were better than the preceding
thirty days the attendance being
larger by fifteen per cent. He dwelt
upon the fact thit the trustees
should learn by their' experience and
trouble they had of getting a deed
for the Langstaff building, that the
titles to all school properties should
e looked op and abstracts awsde.
OiVer the trustees would know just
exactly where they stand if there
ever arose the question as to who
sightfully owned the property. As
to the Langstaff building, when the
city schools purchased the ground
front the county trustees it was
1.7ansferred to the city of Paducah
;nd not "board of education" for the
testy. Now the trustees have been
trying for one year to get the
municipality to deed the property
over to them, but have been unsuc-
cessful, on account of the legislators
being too busy with other matters
to look into this. Another thing
brought up by the superintendent
iii his statement was that there
should be pt.,Isl;shed at close of the
sctrool year in June a pamphlet
showing the condition of the educa-
tional institutions of this city, like
provided for in the charter. This
was overlooked last year, the super-
intendent himself simply getting out
sheet statements for benefit of the
trustees alone. The matter of get-
ting out these publications was re-
ferred to the printing committee.
Chairman List, of the finance com-
mittee, reported that April 1st there
was in the trAasury $7,218.25, while
during April $4,91o.86 was expended
which leaves a balance, counting
the small collections made, of
2,389.1o. Counting the borrowed
money in, this leaves a deficit of
$2,255.18, and the secretary was
authorized to borrow $2,5oo for
thirty days to pay off the amount
due the beak by the board.
;".Ute._ pagralLisf___Ss 158 87 was al-
lowed, as wi-cre miscellaneous bills
amounting to $283.46.
Chairman Walston, of the School
committee, reported that arrange-
ments were progressing nicely for
the commencement exercises next
_lone and that prospects were for a
very entertaining and successful
event for the graduates.
There was read to the board a
communication from R. G. Caldwell,
stipuPeting lthat the trustees ap-
r,oint him their sole agent for a
ment on the Place DeLa Republique,
the troops intervened and a hundred 
period of thirty days, to sell the
Fifth and Kentucky avenue building
arrests were made. The prisoners
were immediately taken before mag- 
and 
grounds he agreeing to get
istrates, who quickly passed on the
cases and the disturbers of the, peacz
were taken to jail.
Striking printers attempted tc
march in procession from. the Bourse
TraitaIr(lab freadmiarters) sing-
ing it revolutio ry song. They at- jected the offer, not desiring to give
li'm the thirty days option, or totacked the poli who intervened, and
negotiate for anything that would
their 
the latter we convened "to 
draw
net revolvers. The processibti was them less than $25,ocio. During
then broken up. discussions on the proposition re-
them $25,000 for the property, $1o,-
loo to be in rash, and the other
$i5 non payable in one and two years,
sith interest. He wanted two and
one-half per cent, commission for
selling the property. The board re-
VOL 22,,NO. 311
pall—Were made that better offers
would be in for the building and
grounds w!thin the next week or
two.
It was ordered 
_that there be
bought eight revolving maps, one
for each school building, they to
ccst $13.95 each, the samples of
• ::^; . • • !'f 7 a week 07
PER- "- '° hey suvend from
hand are used in instructing e
wall
scholars.
Mr. E. H. Kelley owns projecting
over the school grounds a bay win-
dow extending from his home. The
beard had the grounds surveyed and
finding the window was over on the
school campus the first of April
ordered it removed. ^ Nothing as
ever been done until yesterday Mr.
Kelley notified the board he v/otdd
have the window takt% down rigtt ,
away, while the .carpetaters are at
work re
-building the rear part of
his home that was destroyed by fire
two weeks ago.
The children living inside the city
c•i Paducah are the only Ones en-
titled to free admission to the public
schools, but the- first of last Septem-
ber the child of Squire Tapp. of the
county, entered the city schools and
paid tuition up to the first of this
(Continued on Page Five.)
CARNIVAL
WARRANTS
MANY CHARGES - PREFERRED
BEFORE JUSTICE EMERY.
It is Claimed That the Festival Peo-
ple Violated the Last Sabbath
Working, Amid Much Noise
J. M. Gentry and H. L. McCarne
yesterday in the court of Juan,
Charles Emery got out warrant
against Secretary Rodney C. Davis
the carthval association, Contract
George 0. Ingram, The Paduc
Transfer company. Fred P. Watson.
Wes Flowers and Edward Troutman,
charging them with violation of the
Sabbath last Sunday by working at
the carnival grounds on Twelfth and
Trimble streets. The mairstrate has
set Friday morning as the time for
trying the warrants, while, this morn-
ing at it o'clock E. M. Johnson, the
advance agent and promoter for The
Cosmoplitan people, will be had be-
fore the justice of the peace to an-
swer whatever question may be pro-
pounded him.
Messrs. Gentry and MeCarrey are
members of the board of stewards
for the Trimble street Methodist
church which sits right alimg side of
the carnival grounds, and they- claim
that last Sunday the festival people
worked in violation of the Sabbath,
gelling things rtady for this week's
entehainment, and that this noise and
clatter on the grounds disturbed the
worship'conducted at this church te
first day of this week. It is under-
stood that if the carnival noises dis-
turb the weekly prayer service tins
evening at the church. another war-
rant will be gotten out for the pro-
moterS.
IRON WORKERS WILL
START BIG STRIKE
One Thousand Union Structural Men
To Quit Work in
Chicago 
Chicago. May r.—With a walkout
of nearly 1,000 structural iron work-
ers, building operations now in pro- ,
gress in Chicago and surrounding su-
burbs will come practically to a
standistill Wednesday moning.
Besides marking the first important
labor disturbance of the year, the
iron workers' strike may bring in
its wake general upheavals in the
building industry. There are no
direct indications at present that
sympathetic strikes will occur, but
the iron workers are affiliated with
the Associated Building Trades,
which recently has outlined a policy
of supporting kindred unions in this
way.
The iron workers, whose occupa-
tion is confined; chiefly to the erection
of the structural framework of sky-
scrapers and otheil large buildings,
have been receiving- 381/4 cents WI_ .
hour. A month agft *icy preseetTell.
demands for an increase to 62}4 ceress
an hour. The demands were rejected
by the Contradoei who compose tbe
Iron League, •
4
4k4  -  jj 
BANNOOPT IMTRACKEN'S GOOD B9SMESS ITOBACCOOROWERS
CASES CLOUD ASSESSMENT IN CIRCUIT COURT INJUNCTION SUIT
I:REFEREE BAGBY MADE HIS
eee iieneTAL ORDERS YES-
TERDAY
There Are Now Being Prepared the
Briefs Where Schwab Credi-
tors Appeal.
Referee E. W. Bagby of the bank-
rupt cour., yesterday made the final
orders closing the procedings where-
in the follow'ng parties have been
granted discharges in bankruptcy and
all outstanding debts against them
wiped out; M. Dilts Holton of Mur-
ray, Frank tB. Smith of this city,
Walae. Wilkins of this city, James
W. Gregory of Marshall county, M.
G. Warren of Marshall county, Wil-
liam E. Ellis of this city, William L.
Landrum of Mayfield, Clarence Wil-
liams of here, Granville Shelbq of
Ballard county, and Jesse L. Hughes
of Ballard county.
The referee left last evening for
Wickliffe on business and returns to-
night or tomorrow.
Schwab Appeal
The creditors of the Moses Schwab
bankruptcy case, are now having
their lawyers make out the briefs to
be laid before Judge Walter Evans
at Louisville, to which official they
appeal from the decision of Referee
Bagby, wherein the latter allowed the
clam of Schwab's wife, and also de-
cided that Scliwab had properly ac-
counted for the $to,000 that the
creditors claim has not been right-
fully produced. It will be several
eiceks doubtless before the judge
gets to this appeal and renders his
decision.
CHINA OPPOSED
New York, April 30.—Kank Yu
Wan, the president of the Chinese
Reform association who is passing
through New York on his way from
Mexico to Europe, addressed a meet-
ing of the association last night.
Late he was interviewed by a morn-
ing paper which quotes him as fol-
lows:
"China is no longer in the dark
ages. She has already reached the
point where Japan was only twenty
years 'ago, after years and years of
endeavor. This is not because the
Japanese were slow in learning but
rather because they were the pion-
eers. They cooked, we ate. We have
have now for example more than 20,-
000 Chinese studente pursuing aJ-
vanced modern courses of study. As
to comon schools, some 5,000 have
been started in the one province of
Canton.
Speak English.
"There are now four millions of
Chinesce who can speak English.
Our courts .ere being remodelled
after the *English system. We have
thus appropriated to our lice over
10.000 American e English and
European text books, technical works
and treatee mostly, which indicates
how extensively the progressive
movement isspreading."
- "The Boxer troubles," he said,
"ate over forever. They arise from
anti-foreign feeling among the ignor-
ant and ignorance 4 rapidly decreas-
ing in China and being replaced by a
more enliehtened sentiment n pro-
gres, throughout all classes o pop_ today says: "San Francisco can Use
!anything in the way of funds, cloth-
"China is no longer asleep," he ine or provisions. Send 
funds to
Hon. James D. Phelan. chairman of
the finance comm. ittee; all supplies to
Maj. C. A. Devol. quarter-master U.
S. A., Presidio Wharf, San Fran-
NOTHING YET HEARD FROM
STATE BOARD OF
EQUALIZATION.
Katie Ashoff Qualified as Guardian
for the Ashoff Children—Fis-
cal Court Today.
No word has yet been received by
the authorities from the state board
of equalization at Frankfort, showing
whether that body raised the valua-
tion of McCracken county assess-
ment. The recapitulation of this
county has been before the state
board for over six weeks, and as ac-
tion is being taken with the balance
of the counties in this section of the
state, McCracken is expected to be
reached any day..
Guardian Qualified.
Kate Ashoff qualified as guardian
for Hazel, Leatha and Georgia Ash-
off, children of the late Phillip Ash-
off, and nieces of the guardian.
Constable.
B. F. Sears was yesterday selected
constable by Judge Lightfoot to fill
the vacancy that exists on account no
one running for that office for the
second district during the last elec-
tion. Mr. Sears was constable for
several years in that district but re-
signed last year to devote all his time
to his grist and feed mill in Mechan-
icsburg.
Property Sold.
Property lying in the O'Bryan ad-
dition to the city has been sold by W.
C. O'Bryao to Elizabeth E Scyster
for $75, and *the deed filed for record
with the county ckrk yesterday.
R. F. Stewart bought from J. M.
' Byrd for $250, property on the south
side of Broad street.
TO INVASION. Property on Harris between Eigh
th
. and Ninth streets has been sold by
No Longer in the Dark Age. ao,000 Cecil Reed to Zula Cobbs, 
and now
Chinese Students Taking Scien- another deed is filed correct
ing the
tific Course. erroneous description given 
in the
fiiy indenture made out.
Fiscal Court Meets.
This morning at the county court
house there meets the fiscal court to
decide which piece of property to buy
out of five plots inspected by the
committee last week. The magis-
trates, who compose the court, will
also make some decision regarding
the new poor farm building that goes
on the ground purchased.
THE BROTHERHOOD OF MAN.
They Can Wear Clothes in Friseo. A
Bill Fight or Two for Good-
ness Sake!
New York, April 30.—In church
and theatre here yesterday thousands
thronged to contribute to the San
Francisco relief fund. In all the
Roman Catholic churches a collection
was taken. There were meetings for
this purpose in all the branches of
the Y. M. C. A. Baseball at the Am-
erican League park contributed, and
a big RUM Was collected at a meeting
of the Volunteers of Americt. It is
planned to hold a labor carnival next
Sunday. A parade of workingmen
will carry American flags to collect
money int he line of march. Be-
hind the flags large baskets are to
be carried.
said. "She is wide-awake and fully
able to care for her interests.
Exclusion Laws.
"A dee sentiment has been
aroused among my counlrymen by
your exclusion laws. We see the im-
migrants put into your land from all Bull Fight For
countries by thousands everywhere. Benefit of 
Frisco.
"Not only is the law-abiding, in-I El Paso, Tex.„otpri
l 3o—Vice-
dustrious Chinaman desirous of mak- President Ramon Cor
al of Mexico,
hes a living unable to come in with I who came here to meet his 
children
these others, but our most refined returning from San F
rancisco. at-
and intelligent men cannot get the tended a bull-fight in Ciud
ad Juarez,
mere passports for travel that they Mexico, given fo the b
enefit of the
can readily get in any other country." San Francisco sufferer
s. Gen. Frank
He paused for a minute then added: D. Baldwin of the Un
ited States
"China is now awake at last. She! Army, Mayor Charles 
Davis of El
knows her own resources and her Paso. and other Americans 
occupied
rights. There will be no more in- 1 a box.
vasions of China, for she is ready,
to defend herself with canon and • FUNERAL TODAY.
with sword if necessary." •
Remains of Mrs. Elizabeth Johnson
INEARLY DROWNED. Will Not Get Here Until Today.
Account the remains of Mrs. Eliza-
Mr. foe Wagner Saved "Red" From beth Johnson not getting here until
Watery Grave Yesterday. !this morning, the-funeral services an-
Yesterday morning the negro • flounced for yesterday will not be
known as "Red," and w4 drives a held until 3 o'clock this afternoon at
scavanger wagon, came near drown- the home of her son Mr. Charles S.
hog at the city's .diimp near the in- Johnson, 412 Clark street. Interment
cline. The darky had driver onto the 'follows at Oak Grove cemetery. Mrs.
dump to pitch a bar el of refuse into Chloe Willson and Mr. Joseph Will-
the river, when he, b rrel and all, fell son arrived yesterday morning from
overboard. "Red" sank several St. Louis, while the body arrives this
times, and Mr. Joe Vi agner the dump morning in charge of Mr. Joseph Y.
tender rushed over, 'saved him. Johnson.
Can Use Clothing„
Money or Provisions.
San Francisco, April 3o —Mayer
F.. F. Schmitz. in a statement iesned
YESTERAY WAS A RUSH DAY
IT WOULD SEEM
Three Damage Suits Are Set Down
For Trial During Today'e
Sessions
Judge Reed is rushing things 'at the
cothe house, as he had disposed of all
the suits set ,for yesterday by noon
time and dismissed court for the day.
The actions coming up today are as
follows; Joe Woods against The
Democrat Publishing Company; Fe
B. Osborne against T. J. Moore; lies-
sic O'Brien against Fannie Walker,
and Bessie 0 Brien against Laura
Brame.
Joseph Woods is the house detec-
tive now for The Palmer hotel, but
was formerly captain of the police
department for the city. While oc-
cupying that position the News-
Democrat in an editorial referred to
him as a thug, etc. He sues for $to,-
000 damages.
Osborne sues T. J. Moore who was
formerly on the detective force. Os-
borne was working here for the East
Tennessee Telephone Company when
arrested by the detective on author-
ity from Tennessee and was taken
back to that state. He sues the de-
tective for damages on the ground of
false arrest. The latter claims that
the Tennessee authorities directed. the
arrest of Osborne.
Bessie O'Brien sues Fannie Walker
and Laura Brame for damages on the
ground that the two latter made re-
marks about the O'Brien girl when
she went to California last year.
Yesterday's Business.
The jury btought in a verdict yes-
terday in fak.or of the defendant in
the suit of Buford Harper against
the Illinois Central railroad. Harper
was a boilermaker's helper at the
shops here and got three of the fing-
ers cut from his hand while engaged
at his business. He claimed negli-
gence on the part of the I. C. as
cause for his mishap.
J. M.:Spicer was given $200 dam-
ages against the Paducah Carnival
Association for injuries received
when the Ocean Wave collapsed last
spring and threw out many people,
hurting them. §picer was in the
crowd riding on the revolving wave
at the time and claims to have gotten
hurt pretty badly.
There was dismissed as settled the
suit of Ed R. Miller against C. V.
Ezell. Miller is the tobacco inspec-
tor for Mayfield and sold some par-
ties Ezell's tobacco by sample. When
the hogsheads wcrc delivered they
di not come up to the standard of the
sample, and the purchasers mads Mil-
ler pay the difference in price. Mil-
ler sued' Ezell, but the controversy is
now settled.
There was postponed until the next
term of court the action of The Pa-
ducah Packing Company against J.
W. Howell. The packing people
claim Howell did not deliver to them
his tomatoe crop like contracted for
James P. Holt was given jugraent
for $tho against Sam and Abe Liv-
ingston. The plaintiff sued for $320
claimed due on a note.
Fannie Cobh was given a divorce
from Will Cobb.
There was dismissed without preju-
dice the litigation of H. L. Styers
against W'. A. McClure. It was a
controversy over land and timber.
C1511-4J.
LOOK FOR BIG APPLE CROP.
Lifenesa of Bloom in Southern II-
cirtois Regal-41:4 as Good Sign.
Flora, Ill., April 30.—The apple
bloom in the great fruit-growing sec-
tion of southern Illinois will be a
month later than last year and this
fact is leading horticulturists to be-
lieve that the crop will be large.
Thoeseeeds of *tees of fipple orchards
are now in their prime and are be-
ing carefully sprayed and put in order
for the blooming period.
The apple growers geserally speak
optimistically of the outlook end are
expecting a record breaking crop in
this district this year. Should unly
ordinary conditions exist throughout
the season a crop of at least 1,500,-
coo barrels for Clay county is regard-
ed as a conservative estimate.
PART OF FINGER IN CIGAR.
Smoker Made Ill Discovers Huntan
Flesh Rolled in Tobacco.
Fort Dodge, Iowa, April 3o.--
George Loubard of Memphis, Tenn ,
while, visiting relatives here was
taken. suddenly ill while smoking a
cigar, and, breaking it open, he dis-
covered a portion of a man's finger,
showing distinctly a piece of the gait
It is believed seine workmen's finger
was caught in the machinery and the
severed portion became sacidentally
mixed with the filling.
Sir Walter. Raleigh was responsi-
ble for the introduction of the
Potato into Ireland. It was a native
of Chile and. Peru.
ii 5
SPRINGFIELD, TENN., COURT
ENJOINS GROWER FROM s
BELLI/Hi
The Association Officers Claim That
He Pledged His Product to
the Organization.
The- members of the Tobacco
Growers Association of this county,
met Monday at the county court
house, and effected a permienent or-
ganization. They are watching with
interest the litigation which has
sprung up at Spring-field, Tenn.,
where the growers of the weed corn-
menced organizing their association
for central United States. The legal
phasz assumed is where a number of
the growers associateen wanted to
sell his tobacco crop to a buyer by
his own personal' efforts. The as-
sociation workers the country over
to court where they got‘a temporary
injunction to prevent the grower
from disposing of his stock. The
question of a permanent restraining
order comes up shortly and the as-
sociation workers, the country over
are watching with interest the out-
come of the controversy.
When anyone joins !:ie Tobacco
Growers' Association they pledge
their crop to this orgenization, the
agreement being the grower cannot
sell to the trust or others except
through the association.
The growers also pledge them-
selves to store the weed raised in a
certain warehouse which is seletted
in every county where the organiz-
ation exists.
ishis grower near Springfield joined
:he association pledge I uis crop ; lid
then a buyer same along and offered
to purchase the tobacco, which the
raiser startld to sell. The associ-
ation officers enjoined him from do-
ing so on 'the ground that he had
promised to let the association sell
the product. The court issued an
order preventing the sale, until the
question could be heard upon its mer-
its.
Lawyer Joseph Grogan of here yes-
terday received a copy of the litiga-
tion from Springfield. it having been
sent tc; him by a friend of his.
The final outcome of the- coiero-
versy will decide whether or not the
agreements on entering the associa-
tionmebm cearns. be made binding on the
HURT BY A FALL.
Ladder Slips With Carpenter Har-
lan While He Was Workir.:.
Yesterday afternoon w hile Mr
Thomas Ha:1p. the well now!'
cerpeneer, was at work on a build-
ing on the. South Se, standing a'
the time oh a ladder, he was pre-
cipitated ten feet to the griiund,
alighting so as to painfully sprain
his left ankle. The ladder ,lipped
when Mr. Harlan made a nve e and
it started down he jumped to
catch his fall and was this mistake
which hurt his ankle though the
jump doubtless saved him Irani a
heavy fell. Mr. Harlan was as-
sisted to his home, 415 North Third
street, where Dr. B. .T. Hall wac
called and dressed the injured foot
Mr. Harlan will be laid up several
(lays if not longer and then will be
(el crutches for a few days as re-
sult of his mishap
H. C. ROUSE NCTED RAIL-
WAY MAN DIES.
Chairman of tne troaro oi Directors
of the Missouri, Kansas
' and Texas.
Cleveland, 0., • Itlay 1.—Henry C.
Rouse, chairman of the board of di-
rectors of the Missouri, Kansas and
Texas railway and president of a
rumber of other Western railways,
hied here Monday of pneumonia.
Mr. Rouse was fifty-six years of age.
He had been ill about two weeks.
•Mr. 'Rouse in early life was large•
ly interested in the mannfacturing
business in this title lin 1885 he be•
came interested with 'thesyndicate
hat built the Chicago, Wiscon and
Minneapolis railway.
Subsequently he became idenfified
with John I:). Rockefeller in the
latter's railway interests. He repre
scntcd Mr. Rockefeller on the
boards of a number of railway com-
panies. At the time of his death
Mr. Rouse was a director in at least
twenty-five transportation compan7
ies.
GLASSWORKS ARE BURNED
Evansville, Ind., April 3o.—The
hottle-blowing plant of the Evans-
ville Glass works burned at noon
Sunday with a loss of $tto,000. The
tableware department was saved. It
teas the largest industry in the city.
WART SPRING
NOVURS
at
OGILVIE'S
Time For Carpets1Now
And we are showing the largest and
best selected stock. Our reputation
for selling the best Carpets for the
least money has been established for
years. To hold this prestige our ut-
most care =I great purchasing
ability are joined together in select-
ing such Carpets that fill our purpose.
Notice these splendid values:
half wool, nice patterns and good mica! prices—oh, there you'll enthuse
Union Ingrain Extra Super Carpet, niceties of trimmings, but the econo-
they'll appreciate, too, the many little
colorings; special value, most.
a yard 35c Ladies' white ribbed Vests,
5 pieces Extra Super Carpet, all wool. IOC Or 3 for. 2ec
new spring designs in cheerful color- Ladies' white ribbed Vests, all sizes
ings, worth eoc a yard; our I for  toe
price 60- Ladies' ribbed Vests, better qual-
Tapestry Brussels Carpet, handsome ities, for  r5c, 25c
quality and handsome designs, in- Ladies' ribbed Summer Drawers
eluding laying and lining; for 25c
a yard  •  70C Children's summer weight Under-
Tapestry Brussels Rug, size sutra shirts and Drawers. asc
feet; this is a new lot of carpets; Children's summer weight ribbed
Waists for 25c
Ladies' Gauze Lisle Hose
for 15C
Children's black Cotton Hose, lace
A Remarkable Suit Special ribbed, for toe
Judged by all fair standards of retail
merchandising this splendid suit
should easily sell for a third more
than the price we name. for you to come in and give them
Shirt Waist Suits, male approval. Will you drop in at the
taffeta silk, only .... $7.00 Parasol department to morrow at
Ladies' Shirt Wait Suits, made of Ogilvie's?
white lawn, nicely trirruned $3 oo White Linen Parasols
tains all sizes. Prices soc and Sz.00.
Au extra good value and style is
our $100 white shirt.
Spring Underwear
each
spitz Crex Rugs  
Straw Matting, per yard
$15.00
92C
 
131/3c
Gent's Shirts•
Islever were we better prepared to for 11,00
supply your Shirt wants than now. hand-painted Parasols
Our spring stock is large and con for   115.00
Particular' people will appreciate'thele
undergarments; they'll like the snug
fit that comes from correct shaping
and the use of a firm and trusty yarn;
New Spring Parasols
They are beauties. an4I only waiting
for  $1.00
White Silk Parasols
L. B. Ogilvie Of Co.,
BROAD WA AND FOURTH
MAIM, UMW & CO•
Undertaker.; and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH 1 IMO 6T. PADUCAH:1. N
ad tucalfs 7th
Amnfiall Carrafivall
April 30 to May 5.
"THE
WHITE
CITY."
A gigantic
Aggregation
Of bewilderine
Sights.
The feature
Attrattions of
The St. Louis
Exposition.
"THE
IGORROTE
VILLAGE."
Cosmopolitan Shows, .Wild West
Excursion Rates on all Transportation Lines.
FINE STATIONERY
By the Box or Pound.
We are or erstocked on some of our most desirable goods and we 
offer
the finest cloth finish box paper, square flap envelopes to match, at
35 cents
ehould
take advantage of this offer.
This paper cost $4.00 and $4.50 per dozen and our customers
Fine damask finish paper, whi te or cream, per pound 
Enveropes to match, aqua re flap ,per package
25C
 
IOC/
Harbour's Book Department.
• _
•
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Eti, COULSON,
Troutman were each fined $30 and
costs for immorality. 
State Printing
Ed Andrews was given a contin- representative in the state legislature,
uance until Friday of the case accus- leaves tomorrow night or Thursday'
Petit. 
for Loifisville," wheresson Friday the
state printing commission commences
going over the printing law: for
the' state of Kentucky and revising
them. There are six members of the
committee that was selected during
the recent legislative session at
bets, in death claims and matured es. Frankfort, and their duties ?ire to
dowments to policy holders. Noi go over the laws and make what
other company can show a record ap.I changes they deem necessary in the
proaching this. In the two essential manner of having the staie printing
points of strength, assets and stu-plus' done. The conimittee will be at this
undertaking some months, but not
in session all of that time.
TWO MORE COWS
TAKEN BY CATCHER
ONE BELONGING TO HENRY
BUCK AND OTHE RTO
MIKE GALLAGHER
4 crk of Catching Dogs Will NotBe
Resumed for Some Days Yet
By the Cheif
•
For the first time this weeek stray ,
cows 
-were taken up yesterday by
Lyeurgus Rice, the official cow catch-,
er , erho continues daily making
skirmishes over the city looking for,
members of the bovine famliy ramb-,
Ji.ng at ld'rge. One estray taken up
yesterday proved to belong to En-
gineer Henry Buck, of South Elev-
entislitreet, while the other' was Ore
property Of Mt. Mike Gallagher of
South Seeond street. The latter came
Lagering or ageing (storing for
maturity) has much to do with
the quality and healthfulness of
beer. With our
Storing Capacity of
600,000 Barrels
exceeding that of any two other breweries
In the World, we are enabled to lager our beer
from four to five months before being marketed.
This lawming brings out, to the utmost, that
exquisite taste and fine flavor characteristic only
of Anhcucf2r-Buscli Beer.
Autheuser-Filmsch Brewing Leen
St. Loots,, U. S. A.
J. H. STEFFEN, Manager,
Anheuser-Busch Branch,
Paducah.
'
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Coded or TM &wood
to the city pound and reclairneet his BRooKpoRTI
animal, while Mr. Buck will do so 
today. Warrants were gotten out for
both ,charging Them With violating
the ordinance and their cases come ' ri nil
tip before the police court today. Mr.
Gallagher's cow was'. found with a
rope around its neck and he claims
he had her tied up, but she got away.,
Chief Collins yesteray announced it.
looked like the people were quickly
learning to keep their cows penned
up securely, as the catcher is not
finding many on the streets.
The chief will not resume work of
taking up unlicensed crags for some
days now, since the too caught were
released from the pound Sunday night
by some miscreant who tore off Ore l
lock and Iherated the brutes. The
chief was ready to commence taking
up the canines last week but the clam-'
4 or for this started off the work. The
license inspector is ordered to go
around with the Wagon in rounding'
OP the dogs, but as he is pretty busy
now the chief will wait until he gets,
some spare time before r su he I
orwk.
e mi ng t
SHOOTING AND
CUTTING CHARGES
•
THE PROPOSITIONWILLLL BE
NEGOTIATED SUCCESS-
FULLY
The Palmer Hotel Company Assum-
ed Management of Bar Room
Yesterdsy—Busineas Matters
Mr. Felix G. Rudolph, the retired
capitalist, and also public administrat-
or of this county, has returned from
New Orleans, where he and his wife
attended the Confederate veterans'
Irrunion last week. They got back
Sunday. Ms. Rudolph is one of the
parties interested in the project to
start a Hour mill over at Brookport
and he yesterday said that it was
sure they would start the plant, but
the details for it had not yet been
worked out. They will be right away
though, as it is the desire to get the
industry running by the middle of
JUDGE SANDERS CONTINUED summer or fall.
THEM OVER UNTIL
THURSDAY.
Will Wade Was Fined for Striking
Sarah McKinney, and Then he
and Mrs. Troutman Fined
Yesterday morning in the police
court the cases agains: Will Stockard
and Frank Bowman, colored, were
mtiourd until tomorrow morning
by Judge Sanders. Stockard cut Bow-
man' duritor the fight following crap
game aboard the stesmeit Dick
Fowler, hile Bowman shot Stock-
ard through the foot. Bowman has
about half a dozen stabs in the head.
James Wilkerson was tined $io and
costs on the charge of knocking a
window glass out at 'Barney Padgett's
place.
Ida Pearl was fined $1 and costs
for using profane language towards
S. P. Ragsdale. The woman was
also put tender $too peace bond.
Charles Thomas, Freeman Torian
and Will Morris were each fined 
$30mei' costs and sent to jail for thirty
days for firing their revolvers out on
het public highway and acting dis-I 
orderly. Retail Merchants
Will Wade was given a continuance This evening the Retail Merchants
until tnay of this varrant charging i Association will hold its monthly
him with striking Sarah McKinney, -meeting in their hall on Legal Row.
while the Wade man and Mrs. Deniel 
charge of Hotel Lagosnarsuro, which
he has purchased.
Manager Frank L. Murphy, of The
Palmer, will have charge also of th,:
bar, while the bartenders put to work
yesterday were Morris Hinrchfield,
Jake Friedman and S. Athley.
, First Brick Burn
Councilman Henry ratterjohn, the
, brick manufacturer, is now burning
the "first burn" of brick at his yard
kilns out near Caldwelll street, and
will be ready to take them out, by
next Monday. lie has 3000,000 in
the first burn, and will continue man-
ufacturing until next fall.
Interurban Road
Yesterday afternoon the promoter;
of the interurban railroad betw:en
here and Cairo held their meeting, and
talked over things with their New
, York lawyer, and the eastern capital-
ist who is assisting to engineer the
I deal. They will give out nothing ex-
! capt that their plans are gradually
maturing and the road is a certainty.
M10111•••...
ing him of throwing- a rock at Will
Payments During Four Weeks.
The Old Mutual Life of New York
paid during the four weeks of Feb-
ruary. 7906, ha,000,000 in round num-
over all liabilities, the Mutual Life
stands first. Don't experiment with
anything new or cheap but soe, •
J. M. QUINN, Dist. Mgr.
so a Fraternity Building
Dirt For Sale.
Anyone wanting rich flower dirt,
telephone George Seitz at tots over
old 'phone.
. —
Fine photos at unheard of prices.
Riley & Cook. .
NEW RECORD MADE
• IN PASSING BILLS
Congress Enacts More Special and.
General Legislation Than
. in Years.
• •
Washington, May T.—While the
.resent congress seemingly has de-
voted the greater part of its time to
Management of Bar
rs,erilay morning The Palmer
hotel company took the nunagement
of the barr000m of the hostelry.
which has been run under lease and WRITTEN LIST OF CHARGES. Paris, Ky. — Grand 
Commandry
managed heretofore by Mr. Robert! Knights 
Templar—Dates of sale May
E. Moshell. who yesterday took with Dowie by Members of His 21st and 
22nd, limit May 25th, too&
Church. Rate for round trip $12.75.
consideration of the railroad rate
measures and other bills which yet
have not been passed upon,. the
records show that more general and
special legislation than is usual at
this period of the session has been
enacted into law.
In the fivestmonths of the session
ongress has passed 130 public laws
—halal of a general natures-and
about 2,250 _ pension bills. This
cromises to be a record session for
many years, so far as pension leg-
islation is concerned.
At the long 'session of congress
tw years ago practically 1,80o pen-
ion bills were enacted, and it has
been a good many years since that
record was exceeded.
MURDERER 36 TIMES OVER
Cobbler in RP Crucified in Morrocco
for Killing Many Women.
London, April 3o.—A special from
ogador, Morocco, to the Daily Mail
this morning says that a cobbler of
Marrakesh named Mesfewi will be
crucified May 3 for the murder of
•hirt:.-six women, whiise bodies were
found buried under his shop and in
his garden.
Slop For Sale.
Plenty of fresh grain slop at Weil
Distillery.
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
EXCURSION BULLETIN.
Chattanooga, Tam. — SouthernAUTO WITH -sacio,000 Baptist Convention—Dates of sale
STOPS RUN ON BANK May 8th, 9th 'and loth, limit ten days
--- with privilege of extension until
Money Rushed From Cleveland to June lath by paying a fee of 50 cents.
Painesville in Touring Car. Rate for the round trip $925.
,
Birmingham, Ala.—General Confer
ence of M. E. church—Dates of sal.:
May 1st and 2nd, limit to June 3rd,
with privilege of extension to June
30th by paying a fee of 50 cents. Rate
for round trip $9.25.
1
 
,
Los Angeles, Cal.—Annual Convcri
tion Imperial Council Ancient Order
Nobles of the Mystic Shrine and
National Congress of Mothers—Dates
' of sale April 25th to May 5th, limit
1 July 3Ist. Rate for rg,und trip $60.50.
Cleveland, 0., May 1.—The send-
ing of $soossoo to the Dollar Sav-
ings Bank of Painesville, by the
First National bank of this city in
an automobile stopped a run on the
former institution.
The Dollar Savings Bank is de-
clared by bankers to be perfectly
solvent. The occasion for the run
was the beginning, of a suit in the
United States courts last Saturday
by William P. Engel, of Defiance,
O., asking for an accounting with
the bank and with a financial insti•
tution in this city of stocks held for
Engel by the late Leland V. Prior
at the time ofhis suicide.
I Lexington, Ky.—Spring Races—
Dates of sale April 24th to May 1st,
limit three days. Rate for round trip
$12.15.
Chicago., May 1.—John Alexander
Dowie today received a written list
01 the charges against him as head
of the Christian Catholic church. In
his address yesterday in Zion City he
aFiced for a list of the charges against
him, and it was promptly given.
Every charge was suPported by
affidavits. copies of which were sent
Dowie along with the list. He
'was given till Wednesday of this
%seek to make reply.
VOTE ON RATE BILL.
Beliefs That May to Will Be the Time
Selected for the Test.
Washington. May T.—Senate lead
era will endeavor to have fixed a
time for a vote on the railroad rate
bill before the. conclusion today by
Senatpr Clarke, of Arkansas. The
opinion is expressed freely that May
to will be the day named, and that
the date positively will not be later
than May it
Memphis, Tenn.—General Conf
ence Colored M. E. Church South—
Dates of sale May 1st, and and 3rd,
limit June and, ipo6. Rate for round
trip $5.25.
Louisville, Ky. — Spring, Meeting
New Louisville Jockey ,'Club—Dates
of sale May tst and and; limited to
May 3rd. Rates for round trip $6.95.
Dates of sale May 1st and 2nd, limit
May 3oth; May 3rd to 29th, inclu
sive, limint three days from date
of sale. Round trip rate $8.95.
Lexington, 1.—Conference for
Rducation in the South: Dates of
sale May 1st.. and 2nd., limit May
loth., tgo6. Rate for round-trip $9.35.
Piety does not prove itself by
petulance.
For every real sorrow there are
a hundred shadows.
No man ever became wisp who
feared to be called a fool.
Master your tools and yonr treas-
ure will take care of itself.
Ve  
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. It BALDWIN ft. CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent. •
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY
4011.11•••=1111•110,
...PLUMBING„,
Steam and Hot Water fleadit.
Phone 133. 520 Broadway.
•
INSURE
(--N ,
General Insurance Agency
Office' 306 Broadway Phones:Office -385—Residence 1696
 AN
Subscribe For The Register
Good Bicycle
is equivilent to a horse ready saddled and bridled at your door,
spirits as high as your own, and and sensetively responsive to
sure of foot and touch of hand.
with
press
The "Tribune," "Ramble ," "Monarch"
and "Imperial" Bicycles
are still in the lead. The Peer of the cycle builders art. Easy run-
ning and speedy.
If in the market for a wheel it will pay you to see OUT tine. We
can save you money. Bicycles $15,00 up.
Cheapest stock cf tires bells pumps saddles, etc., in the city. See
the great King Bee tire. Thick wearing sarfoel, for hea
vv riders.
Repair department in charge of expert cycle machinists.
"Old wheels taken in exchange." EASY PAYMENTS.
THE OLD RELIABLE.
WILLIAMS BICYCLE COMPANY,
126 and 128 North Fifth Street. Next to Kentucky Theatre.
We are now open
for business at
121-123 N.
Fourth St.
FOREMAN BROS.
Novelty Works.
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL &TATE AGENCY'
PADUCAH REAL, EST /.4 ... WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM &WI
MONTHLY PAYSIENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
ILENTUCK.Y REAL ESTATE_JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR iT.
W. !-T1r.!%1014 Pa.cluosh. ifie.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369,
 6
Residence Phone 726
_IL 
J. W. HUGHES
GIFIMPLALI. 1NSUR.ANCE
116 Fraternity Building
Office Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323
•
•
•
 11
•
THE REGISTER c. ountrytt
haks causedespeciaigleneralLoreujiosivciiienlg
Henderson and Owensboro, where
e,uite a numbtr of large stemmeries
were closed down on account of the
English schedule being so high. The
stemining trade will be revived, and
as Paducah formerly did considerablz
business along that- line, it may-
expected to see it resume that busi-
ness and furnish employment to
many hands.
PUBLISHED Pv THE
REGISTER Nr.:WSPAPER CO.
(Incorporated)
At Register Isumring, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Year $5.00
Six Months  ....... 2.5o
Three Months
One Week  
1.25
.10
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Wednesday Morning, May a, 1906
Newspapers and Politicians.
Fr years The Register has given
the cheap screw politicians to under-
stand that it would be conducted to
Suit its orlIners and not used as an
organ fur that element to boost their
fortunes. Our independent stand of
lyten years ago so amazed them that
tl ey at once said they would run the
d—d sheet out of town, but we are
still here and have knocked out many
nt their disreputable schemes. That
crowd had been accustomed to dic-
tate to the sheets in- this end of
Kentucky but we have thc satisfac-
tion of knowing that the more they
howled about The Register tht
more friends they made for us. We
have time and again asked the pub
Ethers where the politician who
makes his living by holding an office
gets the right to demand the aup-
port of newspapers in which he has
mit one dollar invested. A news-
paper might do a politician a hun-
dred favors and then refuse him one,
and he would start out to wreck :t
if De could. If the newspapers of
Kentucky would get together they
could name every, officer from gov-
ernor down to constable. The prop-
er course for newspapers to pursue
is to make politicians pay so much
a line for all publicity given him, just
-
like is, done with the merchant, and
1 he does not wish to pay for the
ublicity, just ignore him. The
ewspapers really make the public
en, and here in Kentucky that very
.c owd in the late legislature did all
it could to keep the newspapers 'from
getting a square deal in the courts.
The Lancaster Record sizes up the
new order of things when it says:
- "The neWspaper men of Kentucky
were never bound so closely together
as now, and when their proposed
ar fare on cheap John politicians
and burr-tail legislators begins, you
may look for a rattling of dry bones,
the like of which has never been
witnessed. Instead of setting as the
door mat of the community, as in
former years, the newspaper men of
Kentucky today are the most inde-
pendent set of professional men in
the state. They think and act for
themselves, and arc led by the nose
by no man or set of men.", • '
It is now being charged that' Dis-
trict Attorney Jerome kept thf grand
jury from indicting the insurance
rffieials who gave the policy-holders
money to campaign funds. The
charge may be true or it may be
false, but it is a fact that a large
rumber of men who are elected' to
prosecute and aid in the enforcement
of laws, use their office to shield
such men as they desire to protect,
-and_to_piinish-other .men_
guilty. If some of the grand juries
of the country would arraikn some of
the prosecuting attorneys for ob-
strussing the law, the country would
lie better off.
The $1,000 saloon license went into
effect at Chicago yesterday, and' it is
estimated that out of the 8,000
saloons ib that city only to per cent
\t ill quit on account of high license.
The Grafter.
(Georgetown Times.)
All over the county there_ is a
growing public sentiment against
official pilfering and in favor of hon-
est public service. .The grafter may
flourish for a while, but in time he
will reach the turning of the road,
and the loss of public confidence and
exposure, if not deserved punishment.
will overtske him.
DR. MURRELL
AS PRESIDENT
PUBLIC PARK COMMISSIONERS
. MET YESTERDAY MORNING.
They Will Get Up Their By-laws and
Work Out Details, But Cannot
Buy Parks This Year
Yesterday morning the park COM"
missioners held a meeting at the City
Hall, pursuant to the call of Mayor
Yeiser who appointed the board last
week. The object of the gathering
was to organize the members who
were administered the oath of office
by 'City Clerk Henry Bailey.
After being called- into session, the
board entered 'into the election by
choosing Dr. D. G. Nluirell as presi-
dent and Mr. George Walters as sec-
retary. The former is the well
known physician 'and chief surgeon
for the Illinois central railroad, while
Mk. Vsralters is a printer of this city.
The members talked over their
duties and business trr general but
nothing can be done just yet towards
establishing parks, because no money
was set aside for this purpose by
the city legislators when they, the
first of the year, decided on how
much money would be needed to run'
the municipal government
President 'Murrell will call the body
together .again shortly for the pur-
pose of selecting comittees that will
frame up the by-laws and rules gov-
erning the body, and also taking up
such other questions as may be laid
before them. Next year provision
will be made for the purchase of parks
and something definite done towards
purchasing sites which will be looked
over between now and then.
The other members of the board
are Charles Reed, H.-C. Rhodes and
Ed J. Paxton. The \officers are
chosen for one year each.
Street Signs
• Being Prepared
LANGSTAFF--ORM .. CUTTING
OUT THE BLOCKS OF WOOD
TO MOUNT THEM
7This Afternoon the Board of Works
Takes Up the Island Creek
.Bridge Mritter—Other
Questions
Street Inspector Alonzo Elliott is
Langstaff-Orin saw out 459
small boards, onto which will be
screwed the metal street . corner
signs that have been received by the
board of public works. Within the
next day or two the- inspector will
let the contract to some carpenter to
go around and put up thes-c signs, four
of which go at every corner, showing
the name of the thoroughfare. The
ard—or
to have this done and he thinks he
will be ready to start next Monday
the work of placing the signs up on
the corners.
Island Creek Bridge
This afternoon the board of public
works will hold its weekly meeting,
and one matter before them will be
the proposition of the street railway
company to pay twenty-five per cent
of the cost for a new bridge, if the
city will construct it across Island
creek at Fourth street. The public
iniprovement committee chairman of
the legislative boards, City Engineer
Waskiagtost and General Manager
John S. Bleecker of the car company,
have held a meeting and this under-
standing was reache,d. It will be
submitted to the board of works to
see what they think of the proposi-
tion.
writer Co.,,by the councilmen and aldermen ofNo meeting was held last evening Underwood TypeDid Not Meet
toe city to take up the question of
putting the city detectives back to
work. Attempts were made to get
the officials together, but the session
A friend of Governor Hock of Kan-
sas who has achieved some notoriety
of late on account of being charged
with offering to kiss the wife of a
former governor comes forward with
the excuse that Hock is an old fash-
ioned Methodist and regards kissing
as a form of brotherly love, and an
expression of religious sentiment.
We distinctly remember when old
fashioned Methodists indulged in
shouting but must confess that we
never observed any reference to kiss-
ing bees in the discipline.
The contemplated -.reduction by
England of five c nts a pound on
stripped tobacco t ported into that
RACKET STORE
RIGHT GOODS
RIGHT PRICES
RIGHT TREATMENT
WE ARE ALWAYS PREPARED WITH THE RIGHT GOODS AT
THE RIGHT PRICES. IT IS OUR POLICY TO TREAT EVERY
CUSTOMER, WHETHER THEy-PURCHASE A PENNY'S WORTH
OR FIFTY DOLLAR'S WORTH, ABSOLUTELY RIGHT. ALWAYS
GLAD TO SHOW GOODS, AND OUR STOCK THIS SEASON IS
THE "SNAPPIEST" WE HAVE EVER HAD.
LINGER & SHIRT WAISTS.
ALL THE GOOD STYLES. OF LADIES! SHIRT WAISTS ARE
HERF4 READY FOR YOUR INSPECTION. THE LINE IS VERY
ATTRACTIVE, AND IS RIGHT IN STYLE. IN QUALITY AND
IN PRICE.
AT 99c AND $i.00, WE SHOW SOME SPLENDID WHITE
WAISTS. THEY ARE THE BEST WAISTS WE'VE HAD AT THE
PRICE.
AT $1.25, A NICELY TRIMMED WHITE DOTTED SWISS
WAIST.
FANCY WHITE WAISTS AT $1•48, $1.50, $1.75. $1-98, S2.48, $2•75.
$2-98. $3.0 AND 498.
WHITE WAIST AT sic—AND A GOOD ONE IT IS AT THE
FRICE.
BLACK WAISTS AT 5oc, 99c, li.48 AND $1.98.
WE CONSIDER OUR LINE OF SHIRT WAISTS IN EVERY
WAY THE BEST THAT CAN BE HAD AT THE PRICES WE
A SK.
PARASOLS AND UMBRELLAS. a/
LADIES' SILK UMBRELLAS, BLUE, BLACK, GREEN, RED
AND BROWN, WITH WHITE BORDERS, AT $1.35. THIS IS THE
SAME QUALITY WE HAVE SOLD HUNDREDS OF, BUT THE
PRICE IS LOWER.
WIiITE PARASOLS.
LADIES' WHITE PARASOLS AT 85c, 99c, $1.25, $1.69, $1.75,
$2.25 AND $2.69.
CHILDREN'S COLORED PARASOLS AND MISSES' WEIT:'.
PARASOLS ARE HERE, TOO.
PURCULL&THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY.
had to be postponed. The detectives
will not return to work unless pledg .d
that their positions will he far the
balance of the year. and the meeting
is called to settle this point.
, To the Traveling Public.
Commencing Sunday, April 29111,
Illinois Central train No. Sot wil!
leave Paducah Union Depot at 6:15
P. M., instead of 7:00 P. M. This
_
train runs via Cairo and carries the
St. Louis sleeper, and will connect
:t Cairo Junction with train No. 8
fur Chicago.
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent.
BICYCLES.
"Tribune," "Rambler," "Monarch,"
"Imperial," easy running, and speedy.
NVILLIAMS BICYCLE CO.
Next to Kentucky Theatre,
611 IHROU611
YOUR CORRISPONDUNCE
BY USII\G THE
WE HAVE.
JUST WHAT YOU NEED FOR
HOUSE CLEANING.
f he
Mothelin
For Carpet Moths.
_Naphcin
The Greta disenfectant.
ALL ODORLESS. In 10-15 and
35 cent Bottles.
'Phone Us Your Order.
BAOON'S
DRUGSTORES.
Sevcith and Jackson St 'Phone 237,
Seventh and Clay St. 'Phone 38.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Sc. over Globe Bank and Trild
Co., 306 Broadway.
Henry's
Headache
Powders
Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from headaches—severe or
mild, occasional or chrtunc.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF
Ealing the pain in a very few
Winutes
J. N. Oehlschlaeger
DRUG GIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law
Room No. 5.
Columbia Bldg.
Paducah,
Kentucky
E. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney at-Law
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building
S3 1-2 Brt:adway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 490.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstrzcling of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Rstate Lma
In connection with the beat Foun-
tain service, Zach Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magrA.
cent Ice Cream. Don't forget.
,
1:1=========t0=11=1
.; HAYES,
\, ....•.• •
• • • .` .. i ; -_.: SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
-''' -----:•1.41 1.1
• . Wm '-'-' TEL. 755.
TYPEWRIIIR
It Saves 25 per cent. of the Operator's
Time which is your time..
i • — t;11
.241 Broadway, New York.
Main and Fourth Sts., Louisville.
Insecthol
Best Bugkiller Known.
_
EDISON
STANDARD
PHONOGRAPH
WW bring pleasure your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store. Coate is
and hear them. Thin you'll
Want one.
records.
Big selection at
11111M••0..,
Warren è Warren
Jeweler:.
403 Broadway:
pRINTING 
THAT PLEASES
Phones:
vz 2 0
OLD-
13:::=2:212:1========t1
KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY.
121S 4th St.
44.+44-14444-1.444.4.4.414.4,+44.4tt
Back of every Policy of A
THE MUTUAL LIFE
of New York stands
The First American Lib In-
surance Co. The Company that
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders z
HAS PAID MORE
to Policy-holders
AND HOLDS MORE
for Policy-holders
Than any other Cempay in the
....World...
TIME RIES
BE WISE AND CT A GOOD
CLOCK OR liAVE YOUR PRES-
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST-
CLASS ORDER WE DO THE
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
MODERATE WE CARRY A
COMPLETE LINE OF BEAUT:-
FUL JEWELRY
J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
•
428 Broadway.
PHONE 772-A.
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER -
Sold at
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer Hooke Bar,
A. Lagomarsino. •
AN INVITATION.
•••11111•••••••••
- Oer m.,, iz has—beeir -COM-
pleted and the public is respectfully
invited to visit the operating rooms
between the hours of 9 a in., and 4
r. m. Sundays excepted.
Our switcfi board is the most
modern up-td-date board in the
south and no expense has beets
spared ,to secure the latest Inven-
tions and improvements known to.
the telephone art which is a guar-
antee of rapid service to our sub-
scribers.
We employ more than 75 opera-
tors to operate this switchboard andi
inbre than this number of other em-
ploies to maintain lines and install
new subscribers.
We will take pleasure in showing
AI! visitors through the plant.
•
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE
COMPANY.
.5
10.
1
.1
••
•
• •
IA'
•
4
FIVE SIGNERS A ,
TO NEW SCALE
THAT MANY CONTRACTORS
GRANT CARPENTERS' RC- 0
CREAM
t30 females, total 247; grand
tqtal 14)24
Fourth Ward—White, 547 males, ;
5'39 females, total 1,o86; colored,
178 =ales, 16o females, total 33;
grand total 1,424.
Fifth Ward—White, 80; colored, GENERAL FALLING OUT FOL-
DOG EAT DOG
392. Total tj2o3.
Sixth Ward--Whites 514; colored,
3f, Total 545.
EITHER JAMES
OR BLACKBURN
(Continued from First Page.)
The Balance of the Contractors fpf Hager-Beckham. It seems to be
Claim They Will Not Acquiesce, I1he puypose of the committee to call
a primary not only for the nomina-
While Carpenters Stand Firm. Itton of candidates for state offices,
. Five of the contractors using cars
penters, yesterday signed up,with„0.4
latter, agreeing to accept" ski nest
schedule of wages Offered by the em-
ployes while the balance of the con-
tractors continue refusing to ac-
quiesce in the demand. t
Those five signing sialuftsiss.sissee-
trent are Lugs Fieletaasjs w. Rudd.
George Ingram, And,' Nieman and
John Cole & Son. 'Tri; leivis about
ten or twelve 0.ontracteirg pho reject
the new proposition.•
Contractor Willipastplck*nod yes-
terday stated he Wad 'weed to pay
the men 35 cenit gel hisur -fori-eight
hours day work, but that they refused
to accept this; He :';111Itn impple-
mented this proposition by offering
to pay the new schttialeassskad for,
provided the employes would sharpen
their tools upon vikirietsvi ;iv and
not use any of the tight hours to let
their tools in condition. This Wes
also rejected as the carpenters con-
tend' that sharpeigne Ohtani, come
under their regular duties, therefore
it should be done id the eight houir
the employes give the contractors.
The union met last evening and
talked over the situation, but say
they will not return to work unless
the contractors agree to give them
the new minimum wages paid for
the poorest class of carpenters. They
do not want any raise for the best
men.
Things is ere at a standstill yester-
day where carpenters arc used. with
exception of the bulklings being con-
structed by the five contractors men-
tioned as having signed up. Both
sides seem determined and if they
adhere to their avowed intentions,
the situation here will develop into
most serious phase.
COP TO EDU-
CATIONAL MEET
/
(Continued From Fir,t Page.)
ear. Since then the tather has not
paid any and the trustees notified
him he would have to either pay.
take the child out, or be sued for
the amount. Ile now notifies them
that he will pay right away up until
the end of the term, which is the
middle of next month. As regards
Dave M. Street owing the schools
for tuition for a scholar not residing
inside town, report was made he
rejected the bill, and that suit will be
instituted against hjin, for collectitni
by law.
The hoard directed comnitinica-
s
4 tion to the coltfleit ahd ildermen re-
questing That Mayor Yeiser be ord-
ered to sign the deed transferring
the Langstaff school property in
Mechanic.hurg to the board of edu-
cation. The deed has been made
out, but the mayor refuses to :sign
.on the ground that the city legisla-
tors have not ordered him to, and he
ran do nothing without instructions,
which will be gotten in this man-
ner, like he desires.
The Paducah •Comustruction com-
pany erected the new, McKinley
tuilding in Mechanicsburg last sum•
mer, hut have never been paid the
entire sum due therinor the work,
on the griFt—ma that the trustees
tend The proper kind of plastering
was not put into the structure when
.etected. Now the construction com-
pany puts in a claim fOr the balance
itkue them and set up the contention
!that they constructed the school.
just like tie plains and specifications
called for. The trustee• simply filed
the claim. bad took nd acaion , to-
wards allowing it.
Secretary Pitcher reported to the
board that the enumerators had fin-
ished taking the school census, show-
ing the number of people 'of school
age, between 6 and at yea.ra, i'ending
in each ward of the 1%4' re-
% suit by wards and color is as fot-
lows!
but for United States senator as
well. Gov. Beckham is almost ab-
solutely in control of the committee,
nlissts "Itf e: mem ers being among
his appointees, and he hag' favored
a primary all along.
Senator McCreary says he will be
fitistied with a primary, and this
is this very thing that Senator
BfIckburn desires, otherwise he
would 'not consent to make the racos
for governor in the event Mr. James
neclines. In the next few days a
conference of the anti-machine lead-
ers will be held here, and sthe ques-
tion of a candidate will be finally
determined.
In the event that Mr. James is a
candidate he will receive the suport
if Senator Blackburn. Senator Mc-
C:eary, Congressman Dave Smith
and A. 0. 'Stanley. It is also said
that he has been promised the sup-
port of W. B. Haldeman, editor of
the Louisville Times: This same
support would go to Senator Black-
burn, it is believed.
CHAIRMAN HILL
OF R. R. CARMEN
WILL GET BACK HERE FROM
EVANSVILLE NEXT SAT-
URDAY.
The International Brotherhood of
Engineers Meets in Memphis
Next Week.
Mr. John A. Hill, chairman of the
joint Protective board for tilt nailwai
carmen working on the entire Illinois
Central railroad system, arrived here
yesterday morning from St. Louis
and after staying hers several hours,
p. (seceded on to Evansville is here
ets:gent business demanded ins immeds
late attention. He notified the local
brotherhood that he would be back
here next Saturday to meet with
them and take up matters of import-
ance to the entire ,organizatian. He
%.as expected to meet herisivith the
l'iducah carmen Monday even,ng.
tut had to hurry on to Evansville,
and comes back in a few days. .)l_
though it is not given out, it is be-
lived his business pertains to the
new schedule of wages the carmen
want the j. C. to pay them. c.Jrn-
itencing Jline 1st, %when the oid
schedule ends.
Engineers International.
One week from today the Inter-
national Brotherhood of Railway En-
's neers will hold their annual can-
veniion at Memphis, Tenn., at which
titre several thousand will be there
born Mexico, Canada, United States,
Europe and other countries. Mr
Joseph McCann of this city is the
Paducah clegate, while a number of
others will participate, an.l prospects
arc for one of the largest gatherings
vier conducted by the brotherhood.
egnIge.•••
Trainmaster Back.
Trainmaster L. E. McCabe of the
Louisville division, has returned from
Chicago where he carried his wife
v ho will spend she summer in the
North.
First. Wyd—White, 245
02 females: total 517; colbr,edi 187
males, 242 females, total 420; *rand
total 946.
Second Ward—White, 117 Marius':
482 females, total 949; e °red, 63
males, 122 females, total 255; grand
total t,204.
- • Third Ward—White, 391 melee;
3/16 females, total 777; colored; it/ 
Nine Cars Derailed.
• Yesterday morning after 7 o'clock
a iliac broke u on the wheel of a
freight car while the train was pass-
ing near Fddyville, and caused nine
cars to be derailed. Engineer W. 0.
'Burch was in charge with engine No.
Pso, while Conductor Pete Beadles
nad charge of the freight that was
en ropte here from Central City. The
cats at jumped die track were dam-
agetrpretty badly, as was the dargo
of freight. The track was blocked
for about four hours, but everything
is now running all tight. The crew
of the train jumped when the ace dent
occurred and escaped uninjured, sic-
trite the *et the train wa,s going
about 2,?' 111.1le.‘ an hour.
Mr. 2111eCarty Resigned.
Mr. qiarle..4 isticCarthy has re-
..
ongned his position at St. Louis as
diyision passenger agent for the liii-
nsis and k succeeded by Mr.
W. H. Brill. Mr. McCarty intends
et*tering other business, and is well
known here where for a long while
Ire was located as agedt for the road
between here and St. Louis, and
-which division was afterwards
bought by the T. C.
LOWED BY MANY WAR-
RANTS.
Leonard - Wilson and Frank Conwell,
Carnival Men, Arrested For
Fighting—Other Business.
It seems that a general falling out
has occurred between people in
itlroad alley and vicinity, as numerous
warrants have been gotten out the
ast few days by parties of that
vicinity.
Last Saturday Phillip Linstern
went to Ed Troutman's home and
was thrown out of a window by
someone. Linstern was Monday
fined $5 and costs for being drunk
and disorderly. Sarah McKinney
ithen came before Judge Sanders and
'got a warrant charging Mrs. Trout
'
man and Will Wade with immorality.
For this they were fined $3o and
costs each. The McKinney woman
then got out a warrant charging
Wade with striking her and this was
continued yesterday. Now Mrs.
Troutman gets out a warrant against
Sarah McKinney charging the latter
with cursing her, while Wade got out
a warrant against George Henderson
and Sarah Pope charging them with
calling him a bad name.
It seems that all have had a falling
out and a general warranting is being
done. '
Engaged In Fight
Leonard Wilson and Frank Con-
well, two carnival men, were arrested
yesterday by Officers Johnson and
Rogers on the charge of- engaging in
a fight.
Kicked by Negro.
People residing at 417 Jackson
street telephoned Captain Frank
Harlan, of the police force, yesterday
that a negro had kicked a woman
and her child residing at this number.
The captain told her to learn the
name of the negro. get a warrant and
they would arrest the man. Nothing
could be done without the name be-
ing known.
Scott Getting !Setter.
Milton Scott, the negro assaulted
and sent here from Fulton, is able to
be up again at his home out in Fish-
etville. He says that he was walk-'
mg along the street at Fulton, when
someone slipped up behind him
struck him in the head, and this was
the last he remembered. He was
itched in an I. C. box car in the
yard where he was found by railroad-
ers soon after. He was theng put
;Sboard the apssenger train in a semi-
conscious condition by some colored
men and sent here, where he lives.
This occurred three Weeks ago, but
it has never yet developed who as-
saulted Scott.
Light Fingered Gentry
Mr. T. J. Moore, former city de-
tective, is upon the carnival grounds
each night this week, and last evening
one lady reported to him that some-
one snatched her purse which con-
tained $35 in cash, while three others
reported to him thit members of the
pickpocket profession touched them
for their watches.
Monthly Report
Captain Frank Harlan yesterday
yesterday finished making out the re-
port. showing arrests made during
April, and it is as follows:
Breach of peace, aft; treach of ordi-,
nance, 9; drunkenness, t3; malicious
cutting, 3; receiving stolen goods. 1;
drunk and disorderly, 17; &Amorality.
3; disorderly conduct. 9; concealed
weapons, 4; grand larceny, t; gaming,
20 ; obtaining money by fats; pre-
tenses, 3; robbery, 3; petty larceny,
3; profane language. t; cruelty to
animals, 1; false swearing, t: statut-
ory violated, ; malicious shooting,
Wanted at Princeton.
Red Pierce, colored, has been ar-
rested here on the charge of enter-
ing the caboose of Conductor Tom
Keegan's freight train at Princeton,
and stealing two suits of clothing,
an overcoat and a revolver.
• Chicken Roost Raided -
Dr. M. E. Pate of Jackson street
reported to the police yesterday that
some one entered his chicken house
and stole all the hens and roosters
inside.
Stole the $11o.
Yesterday morning Manager Miller
of the local agency for the Hender-
son Brewery company notified the
police that someone had broken idle)
the agency office on South Second
street and stole pia left lying on the
desk by the boeklreeper on closing
the night before. Afterwards how-
ever, it 'developed the place had not
been*entered, but that one of the;
drivers coming down early, took the
money himself, and then claimed to
100 BOYS
WANTE
Over 16 Years of Age to
work in basket room.
Steady work and good pay.
Apply at once at office ef
Merpothaler-Horton
Basket Company.
the ntlaager the place had been
Lurglarized. The driver confessed,
pioduced the coin from the hay lott
where he had hid it, and .was then
Purse-Snatcher.
Officers Hessian and nenser last
night about to o'clock at the carnival
grounds arrested Richard Styers.
colored, on the charge of Watching
the purse of a lady and robbing it of
the contents. The pocketbook was
found in his possession. The lady
notified the officers of the act, but
not giving her name..
Purse Found.
Officers McCune and Wood of the
Cold stud iapt km in their pos-
3essibn a pocketbook they found on
the street. It contains a number of
notes executed by one party to an-
other and hold same awaiting the
owner.
Riley & Cook's t),•at Offer.
We will for a short time make you
one doren Platinum pictures mount-
ed in nice folder, for $5. This is the
best offer ever made by any studio in
this city. All other photos at re-
duced prices. Call at our studio and
see what we have to offer before
making any engagements with any
other studio.
Photographically yours.
RILEY & COOK.
224 Broadway
Fir st-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Rcasonable.
PADUCAH, KY.
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All l'.inds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEII RETAINS ITS WIJITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT 'IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, i6o9 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
• •••••• 
••••••• OOOOOO 00
•
It's Up to You!
Remember it's free. See
this machine. Read our
offer---A -natural tone
talking and ainging
machine
, Free
Call at ou rstore end hear the
specially prepared Records of Bands
and other Instrumental Musts, Songs,
Sten-Jett Recitations, and assure your-
self that this is the best offered. You
Buy only the Records.
STANDARD TALKING
MACHINE RECORDS ARE
FAMOUS FOR THEIR TONE
AND QUALITV. .
As a home entertainer it has no
equal. The best talent in the coun-
try is brought right to your fire-
side to while away 'evenings with
comical recitations and songs. An
ii.promptu dance may be gotten up
at a moment's\ notice and here you
have the best orchestra of the coun-
try to play the dance music. Or you
may wish to. leadn a svg and what
bitter instructor can you have than
one of the Peerless singers to phrase
a song over and over again if need
his The possibilities of this wonder-
ful little machine for instruction and
musement are endless.
This Graprophbne represents one
of the latest achievements of the
I;rgest and best equipped Talking
Muchine Industry in the " world
Therefore its reproduction will stir-
ptise and delight the most exacting
listener.
The equipment consists of 16 inch'
NDLER & LYDON. •
eititnel,Steel Horn with large ampli-
fying "Bell and Brass Detachable
Horn Connection.
Detachable Horn Supporting Arm.
Aluminum Swinging Arm—
Noiseless and perfectly construe-
tt d Motor.
Oil tempered bearings that will
last a lifetime—
An adjustable Speed Sterew—
Indestructable Natural Tone Sound
Box, etc.
One Standard Talking Machine
Free to Every Customer whose Cash
Purchases amount to
See and hear' thil wonderful instru-
ment and learn how easily you casi
obtain one free.
Paducah, Kentuc
6,1,16.1.1
•ACCIDENTS AT FIRES.
EXPLOSIONS OFTEN DO THE
WORST DAMAGE.
A Vary Interesting List of Dims-
tors Which Contains Some That
Alre_of Unique ,Descrip-
tion.
An accident, which of its kind in
probably unique, occurred in April,
1901._ during_ a Are at 
_PO/Unit& Md.
A railway accident led to the ignition
of a huge tank containing 6,000 pia.
Ions of crude petroleum, says the E
troit Free Press.
Fearing that it would explode and
Scatter Lre a wide area, the navel
authorities brought up a one-pounder
gun and bombarded the tank in order
to let the oil run out.
The first shot fired missed the tank
and killed an urtfertunate spectator.
Subsequent ones, hewever, effected
their purpole, and ridding the tank;
allowed the blazing ol to escape.
For a fire engine to cause a fire
seems the very height of irony. Yet
such a cave actually occurred not
long ago near Worcester. The en-
gine in question belonged to ail in-
surance company and was in process
of being converted into a motor for
self-propulsion.
The day before the work was fline
!shed there was a call from Kempsey
village where a farm was on fire,
and the engine, in spite of its incom-
plete condition, started.
No spark protector having been
fixed sparks escaped, and these set
fire to a load of straw which
passed on the road. Next two ries:,
became involved, and, finally, Lb
Water-tube of the motor brust and te
unlucky engine came to a complete
Standstill barely 200 yards from the
scene of the original fire!
Another story of a strange chapter
of fire accidents comes from Cavana-
caw, in Armagh. A dog, running into
a farm sitting room, barked at a cat,
and puss, terrified, sprung on a table,
upsetting a lighted lamp.
The burning oil saturated the poor
beast's fur and, maddened by pain,
she dashed around the room, which
was already in a bla.e, sprang through
the window and rushed into the stack-
yard.
Rick after rick was fired by this
living torch until tie whole place
was alight and yet; serious damage
was done.' The farmer's son, too, was
badly burned eis efiorts to extin-
guish the flames.
A London gas works was once the
scene of a curious fatal fire accident.
A boiler full of molten tar gave way
and, its contents catching fire from
the furnace, spread in a tide of flame
down the sloping floor of the sulphate
room.
One of the workmen, caught be-
tween the flames and the wall, seised
a ladder and, raising it to the win-
dow, sprang up it. Unhappily, the
window had iron bars and before
these could be removed the ladder
burnt through and the poor man fell
back into the furnace below.
Every one will remember the great
Baltimore fire, the most terrible con-
flagration of 1904. After this was ex-
tinguished there was naturally great
anxiety among the proprietors of the
burned buildings to know how the
contents of their fireproof safes had
fared.
Most extraordinary were the finds.
In one jewelry had been melted, while
a box of !wadies was intact, and a
silk handkerchief was not even dis-
colored.
One of the most disastrous Ares
of late-years was that which followed
a chemical explosion at Grieshetim, in
Germany. The explosion took place in
the Griesheim Electron factory, and
almost simultaneously the wh?le
building was in flames.
Fire engines came galloping up, but
as they approached the men were
• seen to fall from their seats. -Spec-
tators mining after them dropped as
If shot, and, meanwhile, the blaze in-
creased, involving fresh buildings and
even crossing the river into the vil-
lare of Schwanheim. What had hap-
pened was this:
The sudden mixture of vats of,c111-
[(Tent chemicals under intense heat
had filled the air with a gas of so
terribly poisonous a nature that those
who came within its deadly influence
were suffocated at once. Fiftiy-one
dead and three times that mimber in-
jured was the result of that terrible
tire.
MUST HAVE DIMPLES.
WOMAN'S BEAUTY IS NOT COM-
PLETE WITHOUT THEM.
There Are E tabliahments That Make
a Speoia!ty of Providing This
Nov Fashionable
Feature.
"We are having an unprecedented call
tor dimples," said the beauty maker,
according to tile New York Sun. "There
• .PRIF,
NON-VOTERB ARE MANY.
"Idiots and Duelists" Are Barred in
Florida—Other Odd
Provisions.
Every one of the 45 states has a
different law an to voting, and the pro-
visions of these election laws operate
to exclude from the suffrage in one
state those who retain it in another.
Thus, Florida excludes "idiots and
duelists." the two dames being ap-
parently included as one.
was a time when there was no demand paupers,defihose 
-
at all for theea, but now we are kept 
ning them as t who are re
busy supplying them.
"Women flock into our establishment
demanding dielples, and each has her
own particular style. To the casual ob-
server all dim. es might seem alike, but
there is really great variety in them.
"Of all dimpl._s that on the chin is the
most noticeable and beautiful. Once
upon a time it was the popular belief
that dimples were born. Nowadays we
know that they are acquired.
"They are lil French waves and false
teeth. You co • them if you want
them. To ma. .left chin is quits a
"You must cut into the flesh with a
sharp knife until you have severed a
muscle. When the ,-Ittn Iftala there will
be a little dent or t ..r, and this makes
the dimple.
"A woman once came to me in great
distress. She had met with ag accident
which had inflicted a jagged cut Ii her
chin.
"'My good looks are ruined for life,'
she gasped, as she sank into a chair.
"I bound up her chin and assured her
that she would be all right in a few days.
"'You will be even better looking than
's^"ore.' I said to her.
She smiled faintly and went away.
eto weeks later she returned. The
sound had healed and in its place there
was a very becoming scar, which took
the form of a dimple.
" 'I am delighted,' said she. Tor I am a
thousand times better looking than I
was before.'
"It is the style now to have a dimpled,
aincere, beseeching look; and it is the
fashion to lock rather grave instead of
arch. This gives the beauty makers a
stunt to perform In the dimple line, but
up to date there have been many suc-
cesses and no cesualties reported.
"In Paris tl:ey are making dimples by
electricar. They take an electric In-
terim:et-A and press it into the flesh
without however, breaking the akin,
Then they turn on the current.
"There is a mild. shock. They re.
peat this &raid ceri7 to-sin, always mak-
ing the dent iseeper, until after a time
the flesh has formed a habit. There is
a dimple in the chin.
"This is only useful for the chin, and
it would hardly work in the case of the
cheek, which is too hard to be treated In
this way.
"Where cheek dimples are defame,
there is a more complicated process. We
begin by replacing lost teeth.
"After you have plumped out the face
you will discover that there are dimples
in the cheeks. Make your eheeks plump
arel somehow there will appear the
magic twinkling spots.
'There should be dimples on the hacle
as well as on the face. To be alluring
hands must lie idly on your lap They
must be white and fat, and there must
be a row of dimples along the knuckles
"They look more youthful if there are
no rii,w,s at aft Rings somehow make
the hands look old. They are like finery
and elaborate dress. They add to once
age.
"To be pretty you must have riPse
teeth They must be white and even.
and there must be no gold ‘isible. Then
you must have a pair of very red lips.
"White lips mean a poor eireu:ation.
and narrow lips mean a bad disposition
and a habit of compressing the mouth.
You must have a fine, smooth skin,
which can he obtained by treating the
skin every night with a good skin food,
anti you must ha % e a pair of clear, soft
eyete
"The eyebrows inust he nice, if one Is
to be good looking, and to make them
beautiful one must treat them every
night with an eyebrow grower. The
Japanese have very nice eyebrows, but
they devote a great deal of time to them.
"The lice should be Cazhtly oval
shared, su, h:ng like an egg, with the
small part of the egg at the chin. Look
at your face and see if it is egg shaped.
"If it is round you must reduce it a
little. If it is square you meet massage
along the lines of the chin to take away
those square lines. If It is long and nar-
row you must plump it out.
"And don't forget that you must have
dimples, for dimples are the style this
year, and you cannot be a pretty woman
without them."
Japan% Obligations.
The weetern powers are not models
of scrupulous justice toward each oth
er and toward weaker nations, but
such an offense as Japan would com-
mit in supporting, or even permitttng,
If she could prevent, the driving of
the occidentals from China would cer
thinly be looked on as unpardonable
For one thing, at the very start, says
the New York Times, it would snap
the alliance with Great Britain. The
British government would be forced
to regard such an offense not merely
as a failure in friendliness but as an
act of flagrantly hostile import. And
her grievance, though greater in de
gree, would be of precisely the same
kind as that of Germany, France, the
United States and Russia.
Training the Boy. •
'I saw you puniehIng your to, MI.
day. What was it all about?"
"1 caught him in. a lie."
"Oh, well, you can't expect a boy
to tell the truth all the time."
"I know, Nit when he doesn't ten
the truth I want him to be bright
mough not to be caught at it."--Cath-
WM Standard and TIMM
nwul::"32" kit 
pio:24L&Iosary,alamtheirmiwilki,
Oregon excludes Chinamen, but not In-
diana. Maine includes "Indians and
request. Rhoda /Wand groups paupers
and lunatics tougher. Washing**
excludes Indians, but not Chinamen;
gin includes Indians and duellists.
Teem has a sweeping provision. It
Includes 'Idiots, paupers, laaatimi,
United States soldiers, seamen 0124
marines." The purpose of this prowl,
eon is to prevent soldiers of army
poste in Texas from voting there if
they hail from other states, and la
not a reminder of the reconstruction
parks& for Indiana and Ohio have the
same provision of law.
California excludes Idiots, Chinese,
the insane, and those found guilty of
felony, making no distinction between
the four classes. Idaho excludes big-
amists and polygamists, but Utah has
no such provial*a. South Dakota stiO
cledes those convicted of and
North Dakota has a like on,
though prosecutions for tremor!' In
these two states are practically un-
known. Mississippi groups together
in the excluded class "persons Tbe
have net paid their taxes and big.
assists."
Michigan excludes the "seconds" at
duels and Minnesota Indians "lacking
customs of civilization." Tennessee
rallies no qualificatlons as to sanity
and Wisconsin excludes those who bee
en elections in that state.
INNOVATION IN COSMETICS
Cream of Golden-Brown Used to
Lend the Appearance of
Sunburn.
-Tt is a new idea," said the per
fusser. "I began it by way of a joke.
It is selling like hot cakes.'
He rubbed a little of the odd cream
on the back of his hand, and lo, his
white, soft hand was as brown as
"We have become such an out-of-
door people, he said, "that • fine gold-
brown sunburn is more highly prized
by us than the most delicate rose an`el
lily bloom
,"With this Idea In mind, I experi-
mented till I found a harmless cream
that would give the effect perfectly of
a gold-brown sunburn, and that would
disappear- gradually, in a week or two,
as real sunburn does.
1 put this cream on the market
From the start It sold tremendously.
Men and women alike buy It And if
Is bought not only by the clerk or
stenographer, who never gets out in
the sun, but often by the rich Weer,
whose life is altogkher an open-air
one, since the latter very frequently
' ininburne in an ugly way—an inflamed,
ecarlet skin, blisters, peeling—and my
preparation changes all that. giving
• him the only sunburn that is worth
while, the gold-brown one.
"'Where I sell one jar of skin bleacb
I sell two of this gold-brown sunburn
cream."
Tips in Department Stores.
The tipping evil is growing in New
York, despite the discussion aroused by
the new law aimed at purchasing agents.
The latest class to demand tips are clerks
In department stores. According to an
experienced shopper, the woman who
does not recognize and satisfy the itch-
ing palm of the girl who waits on her
will obtain poor service In some stores.
Akin to this Is the store "graft" on which
many- clerks figure as a regular addition
to their income. This is the change left
ever from purchases at odd prices, such
as $1.48, 1,67, etc. Usually it only
amounts to two or three cents, but very
many persons give the seller $1.50 or
$1.75, and go away without waiting for
the change. This often amounts to a
considerable sum in the course of a day.
Sometimes it even amounts to "white
money," as silver Is called,. and adds
materially to the day's takings.
Christmas Cards. •
Although the first Christmas card
was made in 1846, very few were sent
till the year 1882. Then the fashion
eanie in of Bonding cards the size of
cards, inscribed simply with
the worth: "A Mem Christmas."
•
ASHAMED OF THEIR HABIT
Clay-Eaters of North Carolina Have
Acquired a Vicious
Testa
"The clay-eaters are hardy, but pale
The clay is a deep yellow, with r
smooth, sweet taste, something like yet
low lack molasses candy."
The ethenologist had just returnee
from North Carolina, where he had beer
studying the famous colony of clay-
0111.effi.
"They are all of English descent." tie
continued. "and they talk with s
marked English accent. They are a lit
tie ashamed of their habit. They den'
it at first to strangers. But this shunt
soon disappears.
"The clay is eaten raw, cut Into rounc
cakes. Sometimes It is breaded. anc
served with molasses or maple sirup
Sometimes, again. It is mixed witt
sweet potatoes In a pudding.
"1 tried it The taste was sickenins
to me. I could no more bare eaten th*
loathMorne stuff than I could have eaten
 a PingUtchawicag-cebaeuo
"The clay is found near the miners.,
Streams. They ate it first from hunger
due to crop failures. But they eat It now
as the Chinese eat opium. becausa they
have formed a vicious taste for it"
IS A GRAND OLD RULER.
Kaiser Franz Josef, Emperor of Aus-
tria. and Xing of Hun-
gary.
Quite apart from the foolish praise
lavished upon monarchs for their
slightest acts, says Pearson's Maga.
Eine, Kaiser Franz Josef, emperor ofe
Austria and king of Hungarty, ruler of
a dozen states and 20 peoples speaking
as many languages, is one of the most
remarkable figures in the civilized
world to-day, by reason of his great
age, his severe and simple life. _Us
tragedies of his family, and, above
all, the wonderful way he holds to-
gether the warring factions within his
empire.
No other prince of the Hapsburg
house ever enjoyed such universal re-
spect and reverence, and whoever has
occasion to approach this "Grand Old
Man" among the monarchs of the
world is filled with enthusiasm for his
charm of manner, his democratic ap-
proachableness, his amazing frank-
ness and his sterling sense of justice.
This aged man, now nearly 75, works
ten hours a day and more at state and
military affairs, often eontenting him-
self with a "quick lunch" brought to
him at the desk in his study. Frans
Josef to-day remains the same early
riser he was in the days of his youth,
and summer and winter rises from his
little iron bedstead at the early hour
of half-past four. His toilet—bath-
ing, shaving and dressing--oeser
takes him longer than half an hour;
and as the emperor does not care for
civilian dress, he usually dons the
uniform of a colonel of one of Ms own
regiments. On his frequcut shooting
expeditions, however, he wears the
coarse dress of Alpine Austria; and in
his study he appears in a short mili-
tary cloak, with a peakless soldier's
cap.
Every act of this remarkable old
man's life Is conducted with military
precision. On the very stroke of five
his breakfast--a cup of coffee, some
cold meat, and rolls—is larsuglit him;
befoie six he is in his study.
A casual glance might lead one to
think this was a cozy sitting-room,
with its dainty pl,tures, framed photo-
graphs and charming furniture; but
the big writing table in the window,
the bookshelves and the litter ol
newspaper cuttings on tables, chairs
and flour reveal the roo-ds true pur-
pose.
Just above the emperor's writing
table hangs a portrait of his late con.
sort, Empress ElizabeZh. who waa
stabbed to the heart with a tile by a
maniac anarchist in Geneva a few
years ago. Alas! this Is but one of the
many dark tragedies that lire.-e over-
shadowed the unfortunate breve of
Hapsburg. In this study the emperor
works uninterruptedly until noon.
Bulky packets of papers and minis-
terial reports are read to him: and so
carefully does be go through this work
that he frequently pounces upon cou
indiction' between clauses.' which
have entirely escaped those who have
drafted the bill.
For Charity.
He—Was your charity entertainment
successful':
She—Splendid. We had a royal timc
all our pictures in the pap( s. an
everybody ealci we did just•lovely. We
took in $2,000, too.
"Then I suppose you cleared quite s
Dice sum for the hospital."
"Weil—net exactly. You SOO, the ex-
penses were very heavy and after the
costumes and the carriage hire, and
the flowers and the banquet to the per-
formers_ were all paid for, it left only
about $60 for the hospital. But every.
body said it was a big eaccess."—Bal
Minot* American.
Between the Eyes.
nt will be soon enough, Miss Gwine
plc if I return this book the next time
I call, won't it?"
- "Why, certainly, MI'. Feathertop,
There's no hurry about. it. A-ae time
within the next six months Will dos"—
Chicago Tribune. _ t 
HEAPING INSULT ON IN.; URY
Neighborly Borrowing Has Its
Drawbacks as Is Hereby
Shown.
The Blanks. w ho lived on the thlrf
boor, hail gnat reled with the Dashes
who lived on the second. The un
fortunate affair had apparcally erdeS.
with the r( turn of numerous horvi hold
articles which the thrity Mrs. Dash
had borrowed from the easy.
going Mrs. Blank. The list, however
did not include a French drip coffe.
Frit and a silk umbrella. and Mrs. Iliank
owed sh.. would not lower herself tc
ask even for her own property, ri
the New York
Blank, being a man's man. hint out of
the quarrel, but Dash being niore or le'*
henpecked, was drawn Into it by hi*
wife.
The other ni_iht Blank came home to
find his wife in tears.
"Wh-what do you think, Jametel
That horrid Mr. Dash c-cut me dead
to-day."
"Oh, well, what do you care? Ile
Isn't worth noticing."
"It wasn't the cut, but the way he did
It," sobbed his wife. "You see their
window opens on the air-shaft and you
can hear every word they say when
you are going downstairs. I heard Mr.
Dash say to his wife: 'Minnie, whose
umbrella is this?' I could not catch
her answer, but he added: 'Oh, well.
I'll take it anyhow. Mine's at the office.'
"I had to stop and speak to the janitor
so Mr. Dash and I came face to faoe on
the front steps, and he cut me—with my
111711 dengtrterer
Honest—his nerve—"
And her woes were expressed in
fresh outburst of sobs,
GUY NANCE, FRITZ KETTLER, M. NANCE,
Manager. A ssIstant. Embalmer.
GUY NANCE
Undertaker and Embalmer,
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
for Sick and Injured Only.
313 SO•UTH THIRD STREET.
- OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHONE 699.
NEW PHONE see. PADUCAH, KY,
•
Paducah Transfer—Coinpany
(incorporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And liousehold!Cioods. Toth 'I' lionts
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Stint.
 -411
ern fee r-••••,
An old comrade of Private Daleella
in Washington county. 0., sent for him
to try a case in 1870- The case was tried
in a country schoolhouse. The suit was
of such &sort that an adverse judgment
would have put the defendant and his
wife and seven little children on the
road homeless and penniless. Dalzell
happened to win the case. When the
justice of the peace announced the de-
cision the crowd rose and cheered, and
one bold fellow proposed they woaid
build a towel en the 'trot and call it
Dalzell, and ft has been don•—one of
the handsomest little villages in Ohio.
• 
Bespolem.
"NA *ask you," said Miss Ds
Mure, "I don't cam to meet any new
yelling men."
"My!" exclaimed Miss Gaddle;
Nut loWashingOishos
rooms. Estimates tree.
.Tie most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-
duce. Unless, of course, you own a
Hot, Water or Steam System
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
1111Mitallikak. . • ._
EdD.Hannan
Both Phones sor. zee South Fourth be.. 335 Kentucky Areas.,
CEN1 T IS ALL IT WILL OOST TNto write for our big rata ISICYCL.X catalogueshowing the TITICXcrztaeN grra 2: Vaal;BELOW any other manufacturer or dealer in the weak'. 41.DO NOT /Nur A BICYCLE•t en• /rite ii,or on any kned if terms, until you have received our otatpleta Free Cats,
'woes illustrating and describing every kind of high-grade and tow-grad,bicycles. old patterns and latest models, and tears *C our remarLable LOISFMCS-4 and wonderful new offers made pensible by sailing from factor,direct to nder with no middlemen s profits.
egg' allP 011 AprapVAL nnthend a cowl drOmmit. Par the Tratgrbt wet
allow 10 Days Free Thal and make other liberal term. which no ethc ihouse in the world will do. You will learn everything and get mama rataable information by simply writing us a postal.
We need • mike. Aglow. is every town and can effort an appeetawitito make money to (suitable young Men who apply at once.$8 0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES ° N LV
Pr• tar Price t 80 $4.804111.150 per pair. w is 1MT—.Aku.To Introduoe
Wo WIII Soil NAILS, TACKS
OA GLASSYou Sarn_pio WON'T LEIPair for Ca.'y
(CAali WITH 011101111114•611)
CJI TN, Ala
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTUREL
Result of is years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
-i-VS. PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS. Nodes the thigh nolliscr triad
"A" sad posistaire "Wipe --te:Serious punctures, like intentional knife cute, can
be vulcanised like any other tire. la peened aim nallata. Tads
ant "D." Ms On astip
Tete Nindred Thomas/ pairs sew in animal ma Ovar ire einikaallkam ether * ,•
Barardrike Theassed pairs nal last year. c sad
NE Made is all sizes. lt is lively and may ridltig, very diushie mai hoed Into
willeigiall""ecial quality ei rubber, wIlich never Devotees parcetand which dons up mall punctures
without allowing the air to escape We have hundred& of ters from satisfiali enstomers statingthat their tires have only been pumped up awe or twice in • w le mason. Tire, etainfaso mare thee
aa ordinary tire, the puncture resting quanta" being given by severe layers sr WA speciallyprepared fabric cm the tread. That ''Holding Beck" sensation commonly felt wham en asphalt
er sort roads is overcome by the potent -Basket Weave" treed which prevent., aU ale being
fnuersed out between tbe tire and the road thuscretranning slime/10n. The regods. prime a thewtires is SIL so per pair, bat for advertising rpines we are makiag a vmial 1
el poly 114 10 per pair. All orders sh same day letter is rewired. We ariVeltitese approesL
les the rider
You do not pay • cent until you have examined and found them strictly as
we uni ruin illamount ofazer tent (thereby making the price 11142=0) you lend
endow this alivettissement. We will sibs fond sae nickel„IFUatedLL
peon metal puncture closers os full palliation (these metalpuncture dueers to be used in case of in tent ioual knife cuts or heavy gashes). TOM la be returnedet 01.1ff expense if for any reason they are not satisfactory on examination.
Vie are perfectly reliable and money tient to us is to sale as in • hank_ Amk ?kw Postmaster,Banker. Express or Freight Agent or the Editor of this paper about us. 11 you coder • pair ofthese tires, you will find that they will ride easier, run faster, wear better, last Mager and lookSuer than any tire you have ever used or seen at tiny price. We know th•t you -will be se well pinnedthat when yogi want a bicycle you will gier iis yuur ordier. We want you tui sand ais a small trial
order at once, hence this remarkable tire oterimmsnEwEIRAKEs, bullt-ur wheel% sadillem. pedals. parts had repairs, and
p everything In the bicycle liar •re auld,lay us at half thinner/pekes charged by dealers •nd repair own. Write for our big atillhlt Y caul .
DO „or wAff but write us • postai today. DU, NOT Olt BUYIN(I •
bicycle or • pair of tines from anyone until you keine the new •nd,
wonder-he offere we are making. It only coats • posts) to Warn everyitlas Write It /OW.
OTOLE DsipLe"til" GIIICA80,
GREA.T SALE
WALL PAPER. STORE
Moved to 315 Broadway
.....rs,A1111111mamommememommoun
ARE NOW -STIOWINt THE REST VALUES IN WALLPA-PER THAT HIS EVER BEEN OFFERED.
IT WILL l?AY YOU TO SEE THE BARGAINS WE HAVE TOOFFER YOU.
e-•••-• • • •-• e-• • • • • •s• Ile Mina•
2:2:222212:2Mittient=i=liettittiztrittititil
For the next few days Wallpa-
per that is usually sold elsewhere
St 20 cents per roll, we will sell for
rsc per roll.
.. Paper usually sold at roc We will
sell for Sc. 
....Paper usually sold at 8c we will
sell at 5c.
We carry a large and complete
line of Picture Frames, Mouldings,
and Window Shades in all colors.
A large line of roofing and build-
ing papers, canvass and tacks.
111111111•1111111M11111111111101111.11
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„you're select az of a sodden." C
g dreamily at" her new ring; "r•ee
merely been selected all of a audden."
41.-Donvet
"No," replied Miss De Mnre, glanc-
tri 
C LEE° 315 hay.
4
pa
4•
•
IIODEPLN PHILOSOPHY SWEE1 R..VENGE.
"Modern education," pronounced
Jane with conviction, "is a purely so-
eta! process. its a matter of the right
Arran at tile right time and it depend 
Upon a given amotspt of discrimination
and averege hood looks."
No one of her three auditors, com-
fortable in the shade of lieurietta'd
wide back porch, ventured either to
contest or to indorse this abstract
declaration. So Jane proceeded.
"None of you are what one would
*call frights." (Gretchen glanced up
V from the lemonade she was mixing
near the window and smoothed her
hair before her that reflection.) "All of
us, I should say, may claim a fair de-
gree of good taste in matters of con-
duct and association." (Leah looked
subtly appreciattee at the b.andkerchief
kimona which was progressing in her
efficient hands.) "You understand,
each Individual, from one's array of
masculine friends, must meet the 101-
mediate demand for more edOeation."
Henrietta, who was vicariously inter-
•
*wed in settlement work, because eke
.knew a mood-looking young man who
milts a settlement worker, turned a pre-
occupied we upon Jane over the page
of her magazine article on "Democracy
rand Communism." Leah said: "Go oil,
but cut out the big words."
"My object is entirely altruistic,'
said Jane. "1 merely desire to pass on
a good thing. The taeory is simple, as
all great things are simple. I'll be spe-
cific. One really must, you know.
"There was Edwin, whom you all
gave up In turn as hopelessly uninter-
esting..You wonder now why I let him
write to me. I'll tell you. I, too, lis-
tened in despair to his stupid remarks
'when I first knew him. And I will ad-
mit that It was only his supreme un-
consciousness of my snubs that saved
me from your common mistake and led
me in self-defense to look for his par-
ticular
.
 excuse for living. Most people
have one in this day of specialties.
"Well, Edwin's five years in Paris
left him well in command of French
9tsat is not to be ignored. I need te
know French. So I taught Edwin to
be useful. We adopted the practical
method and talked about whatever we
eneppened to be near. At dinner I
learned t3 say, 'C'est une table.' Le
chaise est noir.' On the lake I learned,
Le batteau est stir l'eau.' And from his
letters I am making such progress that
I eau pronounce a whole dinner card
by Christmas.
"Then there is Jim, whom you. I.cab,
discarded as a tiresome dilettante. No-
tody Peer played my accompaniments
as Jim did. It was his Insistence that
tarred me to try for the Amateur Mu-
sic club, and you know what that's
meant in my evolution.
"Without Bob I should never have
known Ibsen and D'Annunsio. I should
never have experienced the aestheti-
cism of literary sympathy. Dear old
Bob!"
"You're growing sentimental."
warned lAah. "Wasn't this to be an en-
e‘tirely dispassionate treatise!"
"Prom Dr. Robbins," Jane continued,
"1 learsed the fine art of ordering a
dinner. I learned from him also when
emotion is becoming and when to look
non-committal. In short. It is he who
Is responsible for the sophistication
which you see."
"The trouble Is" Leah protested,
"that I always fall In love. And each
affair is so serious that there is ut-
terly no cure—except another affair.
Its a kirid of endless chain."
"The endlen chain idea Is sound
enough. Yu IPA each of your self-ate
pointed tutors stands for a stage in
)our developroent. If you can dis-
cipline yourself to regard them as
nothing more, you are able to count
each link with a calm resignation. It
Is fascinating You have a sort or ma
terna: joy in objectively watching your
own growth."
"I think it's positively unscrupu-
lous." remarked Gretchen, who hal
convictions In ethical a/litters. "Itee
nothing more than deliberate trifling
Ill tell you now that Ted Marcy won't
stand for it."
"Yes. it being summer. Ted Marry
might be regarded as the present link,'
refIrcted Jane. with adnprable roise
"Threugh the stimulus of Ted's young
enthusiasm I have learned to cwirn
half way to the crib aqd back and to
overcome, to some extent, my tortirt
horrid work on the links. Hush
Gretchen. don't you see that I arn thr
kindly helper of mankind? It's be.
cause I'm safe. If it v.-crop': I, eh,
'bare their well-being at heart, It might
wirnft Invitee/et girl wile would 
trying to marry them—like Hazel lee!
i ler. for Instance. whose 'womr.nly un-
selfishness' Ted Marcy's sister is al
ways talking about. A man doesn'i
a:ways know until It's too late that he
cuSht not o get married. I try to set.
my male frlene,s through the dangerous
0 prise. By the time Ted's out of law
school. he'll thank me--even auppos
ing that he wants to—that bee-well,
besides, marriage from a womad'a
point of view is only a useful institu-
tion, inasmuch as it enableq one to get
oneei polarity, a It were."
"What's polarity?" broke in Henri-
etc "Jane has probably been querrel
lng with Ted. She always gets blase
and stupid when that happens. And it
• It's Hazel Keller, child, you needn't
# worry. I myself asked Ted to take het
to the' Quad dance last night, because
brother John couldn't go and I felt re-
sponsible. The fact is, she and John
are engaged and 1*m going to announce
It at my luncheon next week. I andel-
(pate. my dear Jane, merely to avoid a
/tragedy. So please all be surprised
/when the time oomes."
"Well, who ever thought of Ted Mar-
ley being any more than a mfresvoung-
mter?" said Jane in **PlOsive depress.
ion, sliding restlessly from her parch.
"I didn't suppose you'd take me sari.
atutly, anyvray."—Chicago Daily Newt
.1
•
a
Scene—A crowded afternoon rec.!).
tion. Through the loud convereation
percolates at times the voice of a weak
amateur tenor. Mrs. Gerard (a young I
widow) and Maj. Devellabto _111Z
tiathe) are seated together in a con-
servatory corner.
Mrs. Gerard—So you really have re-
turned from Havana
Maj. Devenant--Philippineti,
Mrs. Gerard—Oh, yes. Philippines,
of course, but they're both in Cuba. And
you never sent me a line all them, years;
(sentimentally) how many?
Maj. Devenant—Nearly four.
Mrs. Gerard (pensively)—It. seems
like ten.
Mai. Devenant (brusquely)—zee; we
both took a good bit older.
Mrs. Gerard—I don't mean that, but
many things have happened since then.
Maj. Llevenant (calmly)—They usual-
ly do.
Mrs. Gerard (piously)—My husband
is in Ileavep.
Maj. Devenant (curtly)—How do
you know?
Mrs. Gerard—Really, Dick, you're
still as funny as ever. He deserves
to be in Heaven after his life here.
Maj. Devenant—Was there so much
of the other place In his mundane ex-
istence?
Mrs. Gerard—There you go again. 
Whyhaven't you been to see tile?
Dear me, what a dreadful noise that
man is making! (TVPS
with a harassed ;mile is phut/Jag
nither and thither trying to make the
afternoon- a success) - Dear Mn, Lo-
mas, I was just telling Maj. Devenaat
that you must have induced Caruso
to come this afternoon—not Caruso,
rea1ly?-1reil he has • rival (hostes.s
passes on with an unmeaning grin)
Horrid woman!—overcrowds her house
so that one has to sit on bedroom
chairs and always gives hot punch
and cold tea—but, as I was saying,
why haven't you been to see me?
Maj Devenant (grufey)—You ought
to know.
• Mrs. Gerard—I?
Maj. Dove:rant—Didn't you lead me
to stippose you cared for' me? And
didn't you throw me over for that old
fossil? (pause). I beg your pardon.
Mrs. Gerard trotnIiise,'*atili—Donl
mention it. He was le towel...—
.
Maj. Devenant-- And a wealthy one
Mrs. Gersrd—Yee; that Made such
a difference (sighs). I used to call
you Boy then.
Maj. Devenant (suddenly)—Oh!
Mrs. Gerard—What's the matter?
Maj. Devenant—Nothing,
Mrs. Gerard—And you used to mill
me Coocbee. Dear old days!
Maj. Devenant (sentimentally)—
Gone forever.
Mrs. Gerard (poetecally)—Why foe
ever? We are both older and wiser
now. Let us be friends just as of
yore?
Ma) Devenant—It could never be
.ho same (buries his face In his
bands).
Mrs. Gerard (waxing eloquent)—
feen't, Dick—don't Boy (he makes 11,
Inarticulate sound). You know I al-
ways cared for you really, and there
are many happy yesre before ue. My
heart has been aching for yeet—my
140111 pining away in solitude.
Ma). Devenant—lt can never be the
game.
Mrs. fie rard (en th u elastically )—ti
ean, and it will. Neu will have my
ova my devotion that have a;ways
open yours.
Maj. De venant—Why don't you add,
'and my money?"
Mrs. ()orate! ( d isessolonately 1—No
That would set you in the light of a
fortune hunter. Boy--Boy— you have
made me very happy. "lanve comes
triumphant at the end" (with a vague
Hem she Is quoting).
Ma), l)evenant—But it can never be
the same.
Mr- Gerard—Wby do you keep on
saying that?
Maj. Gerard—There k a drawback.
Mrs. Gerard--A drawback?
Maj. Devenant—My wife. It's time
I went and looked a!ter her—it's hei
drat appearance, and elle doesn't know
many people. Ta-ta. Score one for
Davy (exit).
Mrs. Gerard (breaking her fan in
two)—Tbe cad! The brute!—'-TOwe
Topics.
Negroes with Irish Names.
A rather curious explanation of the
Irish names among ,the negroos ol
Weet--Indies oloes—eatee, -- -Some
years ago a vessel with Irieh nations
on board put intc a West Indian port
and a boatload of negroea came out
to meet It. The sailors were amazed
to hear the inegroes talking to each
other In the ancient Gaelic tongue
Where did they cquire tho language`
The natural conjecture, of course, was
that the Irish language was taken to
the West Indies by the ;.howlends of
Irish men and Irish women who were
banished to the West Indies by Crom•
well and sold as slaves to the plant-
ers there. These were sent. chiefly
from Connaught, where Irish was the
language of the people at the time,
l'hht the extlee left their name/4 end
language In the Weet India Nitride in
which they were settled is a probable
theory' enough.
Green Hand.
The fonowing incident occurred it a
barber shop: A man who was gett/ne
shaved suddenly uttered a loud oath.
"Hang you!" he exclaimefl. "You've
rut my chin twice row. If you can't
shave better than this, every regular
cuetomer will leave you."- But the
young barber pushed the man's head
back on the velvet rest and laughed.
"Oh. no." he said. "no fear of that.
I'm not alltrwed to sher" reetrIsr rue
wafer, vet. I (1213 SU surancers.'
THE INSURANCE MAN.
PUROUING DEBITS Ix THE
COUNTRY.
It was a very attractive yellow bug-
gy, drawn by a spirited mare, To a
pedestrian toiling up the hill it loeked
most inviting.
"Have a ride?" asked a young man,
emerging from a roadside house and
getting into the yellow buggy. "You'd
better. It's seven miles to the town."
The pedestrian willingly accepted
the invitation.
"I'm mighty glad you came this
way," he said to the young man.
"Well, I had to visit that debit," ree
plied the latter, indicating the hones
from which he had emerged.
His oompanion wondered whether
"debit" was country dialect for a
square house with green shutters, but
the young maa now stopped before a
roadside store with no shatters.
"Have to see this debit, too," he
said, handing the reins to his compan-
ion and disappearing through the front
doer of the house.
"What Is your hustness?" asked the
favored pedestrian when the young
man returned.
"Insurance."
"Oh."
Then followed much learned talk of
salary and commissions, paid-up in
eurance agencies, policies and lapses.
ii also traospired that, in the eyes of
the young man, who was out on P tour
of collection, all houses were either
unclassified nondescripts or debits.
He bowed to everyone who passed
and spoke to almost every one.
"How's your wife to-day, M.
Casey" he would say, and "Ah, there.,
Finnegan, how's your arm getting
along?" after which remarks he Would
turn to his companion and give ex.
tracts from the biography of Casey and
Finnegan and their neighbors.
"All Irish hereabouts," he said. "I
had a deuce of a time making them
believe I was Irish. My name is Van
elrominger. Whoa, Kitty!"
They stopped before another debit_
"And how are ye, Mrs. Flanagan?"
shouted the young man. "Foine day
to-day." He winked at his companion.
"Now do you like the brogue"
"Great," answered the other.
Having ascertained that Mrs. Flan-
agan was well, that the "childtber"
were likewise and that the robust
health of Flanagan pater showed no
signs of diminution, the young insur-
&nee man collected all that was due
en the Flanagan debit and departed
with a farewell of the most Hibernian
pattern.
The next debit was located on a
side road, more like the bed of a tor-
rent than anything else, filled with
Teat rocks, among which Kitty, the
mare, struggled with difficulty.
"When I first made the round of
these debits," said the agent. "I was
sure I could never stand such reads.
Now they're easy. Whoa, th,ere!"
A little girl emerged from the debit.
"mow just what she'll say," said
the young man "Mamma says she
ain't got no money for you to-day,"
be squealed.
The little girl came to the gate.
"Mamma says zO.e ain't got no money
for you to-day," she said, while the
insurance collector grinned a Sherlock
Holmes grin, and his companion
looked duly impressed.
Then they scrambled down the rocky
road again and reached the main road
safely.
The loquacious agent told more per-
sonal histories of the O'Brieas and
Hoolihans that passed; he described
local manners and customs; he dis-
cursed the no license law 13 force In
the township; he explained the ale°.
holic result likely to follow orders for
ginger ale and birch beer given in a
certain sophisticated voice. And as a
proof of his assertions, he took his
companion Into a small bar run by an'
affable Irishman.
"Best ginger ale I ever tasted," said
the stranger, sitting down his empty
beer glass.
The young man and the barkeeper
grinned. Another drink followed, then
'mother, the last being "set up" by the
friendly barkeeper. After ineffectual
attempts to make the stranger sample
the delights of a free lunch of bread
and onions or the pleasing effects of
a pinch of salt in his beer the -bar.
keeper bade his two visitors good-by.
"He is a fine athlete," remarked the
agent. "Used to be a pugilist. His
son was offered $28 a week and ex-
penises to go with a dramatic company
and_puncla. tha_bag.__IN,t_he refused."
More debits followed. Some pro
Mired five and ten dollar bills; moms
procrastinated; some yielded no re
spouse to knocks on front, side and
bark doors.
At the door of one stood a woman
A second after she spied the yellow
buggy she was not there.
"See her disappear." said the insur
ance man; "she'll have to be quicker
than that to fool me."
Inquiries at her house elicited the
reply that the young woman was out.
Further remarks on the part of the
agent, however, calved him to he ad
mitted Into the house.
"Got the cash," he annotmced. an
peering a few minutes after. "Olt up
Kitty."
A few more st -etches of roan
brought them to the town. After find-
ing out all about hotels and trains the
agent's guest left him, with many
protestation' of gratitude for ipe drive.
As he mat in the railroad elation. he
wailed In a pleasant manner.
"Two hour* with an insurance man,"
he thought, "and I'm not a debit"—
N. Y. Sun.
Probably a Widow.
"Were you siirprised when he pro
roped 9"
No; but be Vrt J." —:10112trIn Post.
HIS LAST STRUGGLE.
Henry Jameson Satterflell Is discov-
ered leaning over the herary table gas.
lug intently at a photograph in his
hand. He hears toe sound of familiar
feet. Hastily eliding the. picture un-
der a heap of papers, he turns to greet
the newcomer with a beautifully done
Imitation of relief. (He speaks.)
"Why, hello, Tom, old man! Glad
you looked me up—bored to death, you
know, and all that. No, you didn't in-
terrupt me at all. I was Just glancing
over the evening paper. Say, this is
a treat. Nobody sees anything of you
since you went and got engaged. Don't
you ever take an evening off? Lucky
she went away for the holidays or 1
shouldn't see you now, I suppose. No,
I don't blame you, h;elia is a lovely
girl—a regular prize—but we fellows
feel you've just about dropped us, and
old friends, you know.
"Oh, come off! I 'don't either know
how it is! Just because you're in love
is no reason for your fool insinuations
that every oee else is, too! No, sir!
A bachelor's life for me!
"Well, I can't help it if people da
gossip. A man can't look at a girl
without every one's setting the wed-
ding day. I'm sure I've paid no more
attention to Caroline than to a lot of
others. Well, howl if you enjoy it;
still, I don't see anything to laugh
about myself. She's a mighty fine girl,
though, don't you think? So different
from most of the others—seems to un-
derstand a fellow and all that and to
have a little sense. Why, that girl-
-Now, see here, Tom. Can't a man
speak admiringly of a girl without your
grinning that way? There's nothing
in it, I tell you. I've thought the mat-
ter over long ago and you don't catch
me running my neck into any matri-
monial noose. Why, I've been attract-
ed by lots of girls and I always out-
grew it. What if I'd married one of
'em before I came out of my trance?
What's that? Different from the pres-
ent serious attack? I am not suffering
from any attack, I tell you.
"Yes, I had Christmas dinner at
Caroll,ne's. She knew my folks wore
all away and I thought it mighty nice
of them to ask me. It was her mo.h-
er's invitation, of course. I knew you'd
say that—it's nothing of the sort. Her
mother is a lovely woman and hasn't
an idea of angling for anyone, espe-
cially for me. I think it's a pretty
state of affairs when people can't ask
a fellow to dinner out of simple kind-
ness of' heart without being suspected
of deep-laid plans. And what do you
think? Caroline had made the mince
pies and the salad herself. I never
tasted anything like tht m. I tell you I
like to see a girl take an interest in
things about the bouso and it is all
the more creditable when she doesn't
have to. Most girls with three serv-
ants at borne wouldn't be caught dead
In the kitchen. Caroline says she likes
to cook and fuss around. She gets so
pink are her hair always roughs up
and curls around her ears when she
gets interes-ed and excited, so I'll bet
she looks great in the kitchen. She—
"Oh, cut it out, Tom. I'm simply
telling you ahout my Christmas dinner.
I am not raving over Caroline. Not
that a fellow would find it hard to rave
about her if he wanted to, only I don't
go in for that sort of foolishness. Been
to any shows lately? I haven't. I'm
outgrowing those musical-comedy
things. 1hey are so tiresome. A per-
son gets no rooe out of them, Caroline
fii.V9. She likes a plae that gives you
something to think about—problem
plays, the calls them.
"3ey bet she has brelns! You ought
to have heard the line of talk she put
out neout the last cue we saw. She
Vole a d.ffeient view of it from the
one I took. I Ilke to get her arguing,
for she crows ao excited! She always
has s3atething intteesting to say.
"What's that? Lee here, Tom, .how
many times must I tell you that you
are on the wrong track? I don't see
how anybody coule say I was in love.
I'm far too comfortably situated in
these bachelor quarters to think of
getting married. I'll leave that to you
and other foclish young men. It
would tai:e an extraordinary girl to
make me change my mind.
"Oh, so Celia has a new photograph
of Caeoline, has she? I must ask her
to pass them around. No-o-o, I haven't
any Picture of Caroline—she's not the
sort of 'girl to band out her .photo-
graphs to all the men she knows. I
don't care much about collecting girl's
pictures, anyhow—that belongs to col-
lege days, ha culdn't know what to do
with asehotograph if I had it—just
:Outten up Um place.
"Look out there! You've knocked
over that heap of par's. Never ml id
—oh—"
(Ho makes a frantic grab for the
pheiograph of an attractive young
wonein which Tom has picked up from
under the pile of •allen newspapers
and it smilingly holding out to him.)
"How extraordinary! How the deuce
could I have got hold of Caroline's pie.
tore and not know it? She must have
given et to me and I'd forgotten It
Must you ,be going? I'm glad • you
stopped in and I've enjoyed hearing
all about your r,lans and Celia's. Drop
In ar.y time you want to unburden peer
soul, old man—here's your hat. Good-
night-
"Now, what .in thender was he grin-
ning about? These chaps that think
they've a joke en a fellow make m4
ttree. Where gild. he put that picture
of Caroline? Oh, hero It 1st I never
gas eyes like hers!"—Chicago Daily
News.
Helpless.
"I hear you lost your job."
"I didn't"
"But you're not working."
"No. But I didn't lose my joh. The
to.s te-e• It Pw.v from me htfore my
Vere ce
The Popular Novelist,
n hear you are at work on a afro
aovel."
"Yes."
"Who is to bring It out?"
"I don't know yet. The highest
bonus I have been offered so far is
enly $70,000, and rayless the publishers
Meow -air inclination tube more liberal
I may. burn it. I can't afford to
:heapen my work in the estimation of
.he public."—Chicago Record-Herald.
Disgusting Stupidity.
"Well, well, well!" said the disgusted
politician, throwing down his paper.
"They've gone and nominated Bullfinch
for congress!"
"Mr. Rufus Bullfinch?" asked his wife.
"Yes."
"Why, he's a good man, isn't he? I've
always heard peonle speak well of him."
"That's just it. We could have won
here this fall with anybody."—Chicago
Record-Herald.
Good Man Gone.
Cholly—I say, old chap—is it true
that youah wife has—er—eloped with
your valet?
Ferdy—Ya-as. Disgust:n% isn't it?
Cholly—Cheer up, me boy—don't
take it to heart, y' know.
Ferdy—But, confound it, where am
I to find another such valet?—Cleve-
land Leader.
No Chance.
Friend—Going to convict that bur-
glar?
Prosecutor—It. can't be done.
Friend—Why, the evidence seems
plain enough.
Prosecutor—Yes; but the house he
robbed was occupied by the president
of a life insurance company.—Chicago
Sun.
The Only Hope.
Mrs. Whooplei—You tell me, Herr
Vogleschnitzel, that my daughter can
never become a singer! Is there no hope
for her?
Herr Vagelschnitzel—Vell, matam,
you mighdt put her on a diet of canary-
seed, alretty, end' see vat dot vill do mit
here—Puck.
Always the Contrary.
Sharp—What do you think of Gaylord
from amoral point of view?
Blunt—Well, I don't know much
about him, but his wife says he is posi-
tively wicked.
Sharp—Huh! In that case he must be
an angel.—Chicago Daily News.
Principles of Medicine.
Esculaplus was founding the science
of medicine.
"Boys," he observed, "are only sick
on school days, while the relatives of
cooks are always ill on holidays."
With this simple axiom he entered on
his practice.—N. Y. Sun.
That's Different.
-So," said the tourist, "you don't like
It in the wheat belt?"
"Nosair," replied the tramp. "Work is
too hard ter get—"
"Eh?"
"—erway from."—Chicago Sun.
After Worms.
"Why did you fly down so close to that
man reading on the bench?" milted the
mother robin of her offspring.
"Somebody told me it was a book-
worm," replied the hungry young bird.
—Yonkers Statesman.
Combination Changed.
Patience—I thought you said Will had
the key to your heart?
Patrice—So he had; but since I met all
those men at the beach, this summer, I
think he's lost the combination.—Yonk-
ars Statesman.
Clever Scheme.
Mrs. Teller—Mrs. DeSplurge told ma
that the new residence they're build-
ing has five entrances.
Mr. Tdiler—Well, when the wolf ar-
rives that'll keep him guessing for
TEN BRIDE'S TASX.
Mr. Justwed—Now that we are mar-
ried, dear, you have a serious task before
you.
Mrs. Justwed—What's that, George?
Mr. Justwed-,-tou must prove to my
sisters that you are worthy of me.—To-
peke State Journal,
Worse Still.
Some sigh for days that are no more,
But not for them do I lament;
The ones I regret are those
Which oome too often, like the rent.
—N Y Sun.
The Straight Tip.
Talkative Individual—Walter! And
hoW is it, then, that you're not allowed
to takh tips? Eh?
Waiter—Customers object, sir!
 
 --- •
Accounted For.
Landlady—I tbinIç, very highly Of
these eggs.
Starboard—A, elrlooms In your
famlly?—N. Y. n.
Her Point of View,
Husband—When It comes to money
matters two heads are better than one.
Wife—Yee. th -y could wear mo-e
Ists.--N. V‘e •
le4hieet-,4 , . .
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC,
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PIJRE LiLOOD REMEDY,
WILL CURE NPT's"ThUS
BLES AND WILL RES1ORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER,
FECT HEALTH,
FOR SALE AT ALL DROL
STORT'S
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
—LA Ai Y ER—
Will practice in all covets of Kee
tncky.
DR. %V.  C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 3o6 Broadway—Phone t W*4
Residence, 819 Broadway
Phone 249,
J. C. Flournoy Ceuil Real
FLOURNOY & REED
LAW I'gRS
Rooms to, xi and 12, Columbia Blds
PADUCAH, KY.
Dr. B. T. Hail
Office with Drs. Rivera & Rivers, zee
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 355.
Residence zoo Clay, Old Phone ite,-
EXCURSION
It. Louis rnd Tennessee rivet Pa.:t
et company—the cheapes: and be.
excurnion out of PacluLe•
$8.00 tor the Round
Trip to 1 ennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure., consforr
and rest; good service, g table:
good rooms, etc. Boats ,e sack
Wednesday and Saturday 5 p.
For other information apply to Jaas.
Koger, superintendent; Fraelc L.
Brown, 'vitt.
A. S. DABNE Y
—DENTIST—
Truehart
H.T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH FIFTY
TELEPHONES
Residence 290 Oars agg
DR. R. E.• HEARNE
BROOKHILL BUILDINU.
TELEPHONE NO. 444
J. K. HENDRICK. J. G. MIT-LFt
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms 1, 2 and 3 Register Build-
lug. 5243 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts el die
state. Both phones sr.
0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Superintendent.
Ver 'Fraternity
Old Phone esig Red; New Phone v.
Paducah, Kentucky.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
220 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phone, 355
Office hours 11 to ro a. m., I to •
p. m. and 7 to 9 p.
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence. Roorne and 4.
Coturnl-na Building
I - Phone too—Red.
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR,
LAWYERS.
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, KY.,
Room Ira Flaternkty
I New Phone Ti" id Phone
-
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eeter
Mosquitoes are coming fast and
you should protect yourself against
them, as they carry desease germs.
Skat Skeeter
is guaranteed to keep them off. Man-
ufactured and sold only at
IITHERSONS
WANTS 
ow 1
Hlitlining pr ogz4 girls wanted
.at HoteLCraig, th a'nd Jefferson.
H011.11L FOR RENT-Ready
fur ed t Hinson Springs, write or
tele one. J. ;Long, Hinson, Spgs.,
NZ-I-Lower apart molts
•of house 37.3orth Sixth streLt.
pR4E RAWLE I GIL
am*:
PERSONAL NOTES.
Mr. Williat3 Crow, wife and child,
go to their 1.ome in Los 'Angeles,
Cal., today-, titter., 413-lung the form-
er's mother, MM. James Crow of
Jackson street.
Mr. James E. English is in the city
from Shirevet-jort, La., where he is
now located Li. the commission busi-
Hess.
Col. D. F. Phelan, of Trenton,
Tenn., is in Cie city paying a visit
to his cousins, Alderman Miller and
brother.
Miss Blanch Moore has gone to
Lexington, Ky., on account of the
iliness of her father.
Mr. R. I. Ves, and wife of Cold
Water Mills, Ky., are visiting their
daughter, hit's. 7C'
Mr. J. M. Greet has gone to Cal-
lien City to at: •nd the bedside bf his
sick wife.
Mr. Williatv "o wife and child,
leave today for Los Angeles, Cal.,
after visiting the former's mother
Mrs. James Crow of Jackson street.
Miss Roberta Clifton of Dyersburg,
Tenn., is visiting 11..:ss Emma Lang-
ston.
Mrs. ,Lula Gibson has returned
from visiting in Cairo.
Miss Nell Clayton of
Ill., is visiting here.
Mr. W. N. Robins, the queensware
man formerly of here, has gone to
ennessee to visit, after spending a
tiay here with friends while en- route
.‘vn from Chicago.
Mrs. James A. Rose of Springfield.
WANTED-Position as stenos- Et., r6urned home yesterday after
raph'erf• four -years' experience. Ad- visiting her daughter, Mrs. James P.
dress M. B., Register office. Smith of Faitrth and Washington,
who has recovered from an attack of
Wip4401XED--To rent one or two ck
-counters, 38 or 39 inches high and 
siress.
Mrs.
from 12 to 20 feet long, for use in Pa-
Dr. Amoss of Cobbs, Ky., is
ducah city office I. C. R. R., 510 
visiting Mrs. John R. Roberts.
Proadway. 
Mr. John Webb yesterday went to.
 
Henderson on business.
WANTED-roo girls to work 
Mrs. Milo Scott and Miss Lyda
nights-ten hours; good wages and TiewcY 
of Columbus, Ohio, arrived
last evening to visit Mrs. Robert D.
steady work. Apply at office of
Mergenthaler-Horton Basket corn- Ma
cMillen.
pany, Mechanicsburg .
LOST-Ruby bracelet. Reward if
rtturneds to 22o North Eighth
WANTRD-For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens sof the
United States,, of good character and
temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond House. Paducah, Ky.
ROOM-Gentleman wants room
within three blocks of Register of-
fice. Address F. C. D. care Register.
FOR SALE-Boarding house
kosepcx sishes to sell household furni-
ture; two blocks of P. 0., all mod-
ern conviences address "R" care
Registegie.
WANTED-Girls to sell tickets at
farni,k f. A4dress C. care Register.
lecion Men.
10k4tegttotit4 to meet Thursday
rrght ', ylltck sharp, at the foot
of ,111, y, to take part in the
Carnival Labor demonstration. Ad-
'esion re,to he grounds to union
aritle.` Under auspices of
((Titre! Labor Union Carnivtl com-
e, mmitt
GE A04.P.A.S, Chairman.
EA M` Sac:lets
issued
by the Fire Insurance ittiaci, of be
ram & Ce., can feel pe tly
-retire; as we represetit only thc
-tronieess and the best companies.
ABRAM L. Vs'Ele. & CO.
•
oefve141 ligribt• '
All people That hold policies
Budweiser, king of bottled beer, in
.sire cases of two dozen
bottlps try theABse delivered to any
part of the cirTon short notice. An-
bcuscr-Busch Brewing associatior
lirauclb,31041 'phones 112, J. 'H.
Stetlintliker.
Dr. Z4 T.' Hall
Fountain avenue
S!xth 
has moved from
to . 1210 South
N. Soule's
Liver Capsules
for
Torpid Liver
and
Malaria
Do not purge, but act gently
and thoroughly on liver and
kidneys. Used in Paducah
for thirty years.
•• •• 25c
R. W. WALKER & CO.,
• INCORPQ RATED .
Druggists, Fifth and B'way.
Both Phones an.
Carterville,
PerFons desiring best service at
card parties, suppers. etc., 'phone
2352, DICK LOGAN.
LOCAL NEWS IN BRIEF •••
- The curfew commenced blowing
at q o'clock last evening, and con-
tinuos te do so for six months. Until
yesterday is blew at 8 o'clock each
evening.
-The back wheel, of Dairyman W.
Y. Griffith's wagon was torn off yes-
terday by a car on Suth Third street
rinning up and striking the vehicle.
-Over $2.000 has been sent San
Francisco ottt4f ts city to help the
sefferers.
-The electric fan service started
yesterday.
Mr. Leon Loeb, formerly of Alton,
Ill., is in the city and has leased the
building now occupied by Hawkins
cafe, a,t 426 Broadway. Just as soon
as Hawkins moves back to their old
location across the street Mr. Loeb
will fix up No. 436 for a vaudeville
show he intends giving there during
the summer. If it proves a success,
it will ,be continued through the win-
ter.
-The monthly meeting of the
Carnegie library trustees was not
held last evening on account of the
absence from the city of President
.. W. Bagby who went to Wickliffe
on business. When he returns he will
set the date for the gathering. He
comes hack today.
LITTLE BOY -EXPIRED
George W. Munster Passed Away
Fever Last Night-Mrs. Nichol-
son Dead
Last evening shortly after
o'cloeic George W. Mlunster, aged
years, died of fever at their home
31.9 North Twelfth street. FIC Was
the son of MY. C. H. Munster, the
tinner of Washington between Sec-
ond and Third streets. The funeral
services have not yet been arranged. scetase.
Aged Lady Died
Yesterday aftern000n at 3 o'clock Robert Carlton, the well
there was buried at Low-es cemetery, piano 'tuner, telephone 317.
in the county, the remains of Mrs. 
Fanny Nicholson who died there thei 
:-.i;•++4.“1.•:••:•-:
4.
RIVER RIPPLINGS.
Cairo 
Chattanooga  
 
 41-9
Cincinnati
Evansville .....
Florence     4.6
Johnsonville   62
Louisville ..... .6.9
Mt. Carmel
Nashville  
5.2
9-3
Pittsburg
Davis Island Dam ... 6.5
St. Louis ..... .21.0
Mt. Vernon ..... .....1311
Paducah    16.8
0.9 fall
0.4 fall
la rise
0.7 fall
0.9 ' rise
0.1 fall
o.5 rise
0.3 fall
0.2 Jai.
1.1 fall
0.9 fall
0.2 fall
0.7 fall
0.9 fall
Capt. Frank Wagner of the steam-
er Charleston, has sent several me-
chanies down to the, stranded boat
opposite Hickman in the Mississippi
rlcrerr, V.rlit-fe-the-aferr-witt stay until
the stream falls enough for them to
take the boiler and machinery off and
bring it here. The guage at Cairo
reads 30 feet now, and when it gets
down to 22 feet the Mississippi will
be low enough for the machinery to
be taken off. The boat has been
stranded for many months.
There gets out for the Tennessee
river this afternon the steamer Clyde.
She comes back again rilext Monday
night.
The Joe Fowler comes in today
from Evansville and gets out im-
mediately on her return that way.
This morning at eight o'clock there
gets away for the Egyptian city be-
low the steamer DiCk Fowler. She
conies back tonight about eleven.
The John S. Hopkins went to
Evansville yesterday and .comes
back again tontorrow.
The Buttorfl comes in today from
Clarksville and gets out immediately
flu
The Kentcuky comes out of the
Tennessee river tomorrow evening
and lays here until five o'clock Satur-
day afternoon before departing on
her returns that way.
The Peters Lee leaves Cincinnati
today And gets here Saturday en
route clown to Memphis.
The Georgia Lee gets to Memphis
today and leaves there tomorrow en
route back to Cincinnati.
The towboat Jim Duffy got out of
the Tennessee river yesterday. She
had a big tow in charge.
The excursion boat J. S. left yes-
terday for Nashville, Tenn., to run
an excursion.
The Mary Michael yesterday re-
turned from the Mississippi river.
Capt. Mark Cole yesterday said
that if he went out as commander of
the steamer Dick Fowler it would
probably be temporary, until some
other could be gotten to take.. the
place vacated by resignation DP Capt.
kobert Crider who has resigned and
gone to Louisville to reside.
EVENING RECEPTION
Matinee Musicale Club WM Enter-
tain Damrosch and Miss Harris
-Other Fairs
Saturday evening after the Walter
Darnrosch orchestra appears at The
Kentucky, the Matinee Musicale club
will entertain with a reception at the
Eagles' hall on Sixth and Broadway,
complimentary to Mr. Damrosch and
his artists, and especially for Miss
Zudie Harris, the piano soloist, who
was here several weeks go with
Divid Bispham and who won such
pronounced favor with Paduchans.
This morning the Charity club
meets at The Palmer parlors.
Miss Lottie Wright of Mayfield and
Mr. Carlton Powers of this city were
married Sunday.
Miss Mamie Holland, formerly
cashier at Whitehead's restaurant
and Mr. Robert L. Payton married at
Metropolis Monday. .
PENSION EXAMCIERS
Monthly Meeting Will Be Held TO-
day by the Board
Today the pension examiners for'
this section hold their monthly meet-
ing at the office of Dr. Henry H.
Duley one of the members, on Broad-
way between Fifth and Sixth streets.
They have before them for physical
examination, parties applying for pen-
sions, and also those now drawing 
I An organization which has gained wide-spread fame under the distin-
the allowances, hut who want in- guished
 leadership of Mr. Walter Dionrosch, in an event of far more
rtfan e,•4:1imiry importance_ One:. of which any music-loving community
may well be proud.
known
PRICES soc, 75c, $1.00.
'RETIREMENT OF
COUNT WITTE
-
Reports Will Not Down.. Rumor
Confirmed in Indirect Way
St. Petersburg, May.1-While the
Associated Press is unable absolutely
to confirm the story that E ror
Nicholas has accepted Premier it-
te's resignation, it can be affirmed
that Count Witte has again asked
the Emperor to choose between him
and the Interior Minister Durnovo.
_ _The correspondent of the Asseseia,t-
ed Press moreover called last night
at the premier's residence in, the
winter palace. Count Witte was din-
ing out, and M. Vouitch, the thief Cl,
Chancellory, was suspiciously evasive'
when questioned regarding the re-!
port of the approaching retirement of i
his superior. 'I can say nothing."
was all he would say. Such a reply
in itsclf may be regarded as partial.
oonfirmation-of-the_ runtoe.L,..Ru
of Count Witte's retirenieUrtouple
with the assertion that the empire
would appoint him president of ths'
council of the empire, have been cur- 1
rent since Saturday, but the have I
Ban so Trequtintly put la t ation
of late that they have attra ‘buti
little atention, and especially
of the fact that Count Witte
••••••11111111111,
lieved to have definitely dostrae.d his
rival, M. Durnovo. It appears, hem -
ever, that Count Witte's enemies have
been only shamming until the loan'
negotiations could be finished,
that with the consummation a the'
loan the court intrigue for the over-
throw of the premier and the restor-
ation of M. Durnovo to power was
e ash would be perfectly raw, and a
resumed. One of the chief pointshis light discharge of bloody substance
of Count Witte's strength during
long struggle for supremacy was the form 
wire out. That scaly crust would
emperors firm belief that no financial 
was worse oninwItienag-sfosourdbeissp.bs, st.it
eign bankers if the premier retired.
With the loan made Count Witte's
enemies instantly set to work to con- be
aid would be given Russia by for- though it was 'pots all over my
, also on my scalp. It 1 Pet the
remain too long without remov.
bath or otherwise, the akin
vince Emperor Nicholas that his use- "intense cratittlintionebkesdi nigtI 
suffered
fulness was ended and that he could. getting warm in bed, or blood warm
be discardtd like an old boot. by exercise, when it would be almost
Knights of 0:bur:thus.
Council No. loss will hold an irn-
-five years for the State of
portant ineetiog at Elks Hall, Wed- 
for 
nesday evening, May 2nd. 7.30. All timall. (1411e....d) W. Chicle'ser
,
utchhuress, aan., April 20, 1906."
members are requested to be present mod re* ate sold Ilsoughoul
J. T. Donovan, G. K. 11"spita=Mk(1"*". c"Wit406.4r,=...11010.ar s•
Do Not Be Hasty/1111111
In making a selection for a corn - eneernent gift or a wedding present
let us call your attention to a few n .w things we have. You must see our
beautiful line of
Niagara Falls Cut Glass
our perfect line of
Ava PSORIASIS
35 YEARS
Terrible Scaly Humor In Patches
All Over the Body-Skin Cracked
and Bleeding-Itohing Unbear-
able-Cured by Cuticura in Thirty
Days at Cost of $4.75.
ANOTHER WONDERFUL
CURE BY CUTICURA
"I was afflicted with psoriasis for
thirty-five years. It was in patches all
over my body. I used three ices
of Soap, six .. JXPO
Oint-
ment, d two
bottles of Cu ti-
cure Resolvent. I
bathed with the
Soap, applied the
Ointment once a
day, and took the
Resolvent as di-
rected. In thirty
I was completely cured, and I
permanently, as it was about five
years ago.
"The peorlaais first made its appear-
ance hi red spots, generally forming a
dale, leaving in the center a spot about
the size of a silver dollar of sound flesh.
In a short time the affected circle
would form heavy dryieale of a white
savoy appearmes and would spatially
off. To remove the entire scales
thing or using ofl to soften them
•1
unbearable.
"To sum it all up, would not go
through another ordeal of afilietlon
High Art Hand Painted China
Some new designs in a FERN DI 511. See the assortment we have
in Fancy Sterling silver peices-our prices special for May-Silver
plated worb at price in knives forks, and spoons.
Engraving free on each peice. Call early for choice of selection.
Eyes Tested Free. J. A. Konetzka,
EYE-SEE Jewelry & Optical Co. Jeweler tad Win.
315 Broadway. Guth/its Old Stand.
THE KENTUCKY
TELE:P/10Kit 5411
SATURDAY NIGHT, MAY 5
Mr. Walter Damrosch
of
T
I
in
night before of old age and general
debility.
She was seventy-five years of age
and expired at the residence of her
(laughter, Mrs. Hogan.
Real Estate Price List.
Just out, free to every body. Tells
you of all kinds of bargains. Call
send or telephone for it-'Whitte-
more Real Estate Agency, Fratern-
ity building. Both 'phones 835.
Pictures, Diplomas, CeftifiCatek
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right op to date in five min-
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
.a& Brosamy.
and the New York Symphony Orchestra
SOLOIST
Miss Zudle Harris
Composer-Pianiste.
Si.50 SEAFS ON SALE FRIDAY g A. M.
„mow
MI KENTUCKY
TtLEPHONE 548.
Thurs. Night May 3
THE BIO SHOW
Metropol it a n 4
Burl esquers
The
FEATURING
Girl in Red
Prices: 25, 35, 50. 75 and $1.00.
Seats on Sale Wednesday g a. in.
•
Tues. Night, May 81 LA .0
L[N
In Clyde Fitch's Comedy
The Toast of
The Town
With Notable Company and
Production.
Prices: soc, 75c, $1, $oso und
Seats on sale Friday 9 a. in. s
Free List Entirely Suspended.
C. MANNING SEARS, 11. D.
Offia 1707 Meyers SI,
Telepkow 317.
Jim Duffy
4031A Broadway.
Pressing and Cleaning
Old Telephone 71e-R
SPECTACLES 
EYE GLASSES$r RMI
Adjustal $5.00
ad Soli kid
EYES TESTED FREE1
By Expese, Graduate Optician.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
J. L.WOLFF,
31SWZLER a OPITICUte
327 looneway.
You will have to buy more COAL this season. Why not buy
TRADEWATER COAL--So you will know where to get the BEST COAL for NEXT WINTER?
Lump 13c, Nut 12c. Both Telephones 254.
Foot of
OHIO
Street. West kenttickyted teal ,Co.
